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Student Org. Elections Today - Vote!
See Pages 13 and 16

Kean Faces Widener In Quarterfinals
Wyatt's 38 points. The senior
from Roselle was the key to
Jers~y ~ity's victory over Kean
eaKrlier in thhe season.
ean t en went out and
proved beyond a shadow of a
d~ubt that they were the class of
this t<;>urnarnent. They whipped
Washington and Lee, 80-64
behind Steve Depts' 26 points.
Had it not been for w & L's Pat
Dennis and some missed lay-ups
by Kean, the score would have
been much more lopsided. Dennis, a senior All-Ameri can,
scored 30 points. However, only
four of those came in the last 14
minutes as Kean O ened u a
tight game.
p
p
The score stood at 48-44 with
14½ minutes left after Dennis hit
a jumper from 20. Kean then
went on 16-2 spurt to give
themselves a comfortable 64-46
margin with 7½ minutes to play.
At one point, Kean held w & L
scoreless for nearly six minutes!
Chuck Raub poured in 22
(Continued on page 15)

by Andy Kaye

The Kean College basketball team played flawless
basketball this past weekend as they defeated two Virginia-based schools
to advance to the quarter finals of
. ..
t he NCAA D1v1s1on 111 basketball championship tournament. The Squires will next face Widener College at the
latter home court in Chester Pa. on · Friday.
,

Th~ tw~ day tournament at
Kean s D Angola _<?yrn . gave
basketball fans exciting, If not
textbook, basketball. The first
game on Satur~ay was heartsdtofppet rdasJ WashC1~gtoSn and Lee
e ea e ersey 1ty tate 66~65
on a lay-up by Lar~y _Meyer with
two seconds rernaining.
K_e an th~n. t<;>ok to the court
against V1rgin1a Wesleya_n,. a
~roup of talented but und1sc1plined players. Chu_ck Raub and
Steve Depts combined to -score
26 seconds half-P,oints as Kean
pull_e d away from VWU, 83-75:
Vince Mc~onald kept Kean in
the _game in the ea_rly ,s~ages,
sc~nng ten of the Squires first 14
pornts. Although VWU never led

'
in the game, they stayed ~ithin
striking distance and trailed by
only four at half time.
The visitors from Tidewater,
Va. managed to stay close
throughout most of the second
half behind the shooting of Mark
Butts and E.J. Faust. They trailed
by only eight with 6½ minutes to
play but Steve Depts keyed a 9-2
streak that gave Kean a 76-61 lead
with 4:15 left in the game.
Depts led Kean with 19 points
and Vice McDonald added 17.
Mark Butts led VWU with 19
points.
Sunday's doubleheader was
no less exciting. In the consolation game, Jersey City beat
VWU 105-100 behind Brett
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Photo by Rick Friedman

Kean's Jerome Hubbard shoots over W & L center Ardith Collins for .a
field goal.
'

If as many students voted -
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As wanted to go
to the game•.•
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Elect·
by A.M . Forrester
Candidates for Student
Orga nization Executive Board
discussed their platforms to a
sparse and almost lathargic
audience on Tuesday in the
student center.
Following the sequence of the
ballot numbers, the NSA candidate, Jeff Dunbar, opened the
speeches with a call to the
inattentive audience to stop talking and to please listen: He went
on to explain the purpose of the
NSA coordinator, and tell of his
accomplishments of his term as
NSA assistant, The personable
Mr. Dunbar feels that there are
to be many changes in NSA, and
wants to open the office to the
public and offer services to the
student body.
After struggling with the microphone, Lillian Morrero, the
well-spoken second candidate

for NSA coordinator, told of her
intentions for the job. She feels
that "the office should represent
the student body on the campus
level. " Ms . Morrero listed her
many achievements on the campus and feels that her "constant
association with this school
makes me the best candidate."
The next candidate to speak
was Karen Wignal, seeking the
office of secretary. "I feel that
the office of secretary does not
just mean taking notes, it is important and a full job."
Running unopposed for the
position of assistant secretary is
Diana lbarria, who feels that the
the job of assistant secretary calls
for the " qualified and the responsible, and with your support I
will do a good job."
In a refreshing and humorous
speech, assistant treasurer candidate, Danny Lernberg, spoke

of the potentiality of the students sistant treasurer.
Calling for attention from the
voting in Executive Board elections, and sited the example of audience, Valerie Allen a canthe past year elections where he didate for the Vice Presidency,
was defeated by the present said that she had sorn·e thing imTreasurer, Gus Garcia, by only portant to say, and felt that the
one vote. Mr. Lernberg is quoted students in the cafeteria should
as saying, " If one person listens listen. With little response to this .
plea Ms. Allen continued to tell
in this crowd it just may turn the
election around ." " It has been a of her past accomplishments on
pleasure working on Student Student Organization and the
Council, and I hope everybody Finance Board. Obviously
aggrevated by the audience,
votes, that is, votes for rnel "
Running against Mr. Lernberg Valerie Allen called to the attenis James Ellis, who as a freshman tion to those in the audience that
on this campus has an amazing were listening, the disgusting
record to show. Mr. Ellis has turn out to an event that is so imworked for the Third World portant to the campus. She
Movement, News Editor of the ,, stressed that student awareness
paper Expressions, sat on is the most important issue on
Student Council as a repre- this campus and if elected that
sentative and was a member of will be her goal. " We as a student
the Finance Board. He feels that body must work together, not
being a Freshman will offer him apart."
Torn Colucci, the next Vke
abundant energy to work as as-

around all day with a pad trying
to think of what to say for his
speech . He showed an empty
pad , and said, " the most important thing for the students to
do is to go out and vote. The only
voice a student has is his vote.
The third candidate for Vice
President is Ralph Abbate, who
feels that he has always taken a
stand on the issues, and that a
vice president must take a stand .
He said, " The issue on this campus is unity, unity of the students
and the student leaders. There
should be no individual games
but the games of the students."
The next candidate to speak
was Ray Parente who is running
unopposed for the president of
Student Organization . Mr.
Parente, concerned about the
turn out for the basketball game
in Philadelphia, encouraged all
students to travel along with the
team on the buses offered by the
Administration . He the n went on
to say that he has been on this
cal-npus fo r three years, and active in many committees. He is
tried of hearing people running
for ofiice say that they are not
politicians. He said that he is a
politician, and feels that is the
politicians' role to serve the
students. It will be his duty as
·president to watch over the
organization, and he will not
neglect his duty, "you can hold
me to that."
Mr. Parente's final words were
"I am not running to win an election, but to do a job."
The two write-in candidates for
secretary , and president
presented their speeches for the
candidacy.
Dory Rodriguez, secretary
hopeful, feels that it's time to do
something, a voice should be
heard now. " I am running
Photo by Ralph Abbate
because I feel that no one should
Awaiting the start of the c<111celled council meeting, Dean of Students
(Continued on page 16)

Storm Prevents Vote On Student Center
by Robert Siniakin
A snowstorn with accumulations of approximately 7 inches
caused a rescheduled student
council rneetin,g to miss quorum by 10 members last Friday,
again preventing a vote on the
new student center proposal.
Two weeks ago, the regular
council meeting was postponed
due to the death of Ann Marie
O ' Donnell. She was the wife of
Torn O ' Donnell, director of
Hotline.
In lieu of the snowbound
council , the Executive Board of
Student Organization took action on all the business on the
agenda for the meeting, except
the new student center proposal.
In an interview with President
Joyce Marinelli , she stated that
the reason Executive Board did
not consider the new student
center question was because
Student Org. " thought it was one

of the most important decisions
we would make all year."
Marinelli added, "It shouldn't be
considered by the Executive
Board alone." Marinelli stated,
" I definitely think there is a need
for a new student center."
When asked h~r feelings on
council having trouble making
quorum in almost all previous
meetings and in two cases missing quorum, Marinelli replied
that she thought many council
members did not take council
seriously.
The Student Council will take
up the college center question
on March 31 at 6:00 p.rn. in
Downs Hall, meeting room A.
Student Org. urges all students·
to attend the meeting.
In other business, Secretary
Cathy Schwartz and Council
member Chris Cottle were appointed by the Executive Board
(Continued on page 16)
.

Presidential
candidate,
explained that he had walked

"Pat lppolitio ponders the fate of the new college center.

.~age 2

Office of Veteran Affairs Briefs
by Kevin P. Davis
Veterans are reminded that it
usually takes from six to eight
weeks to process applications for
VA educational entitlements at
the VA in Newark. Veterans who
did not attend classes during the
tall seme.s ter and those who
registered tor only the fall this
past September should not expect VA checks until mid or late
March, it application was made
prior to the start of the Spring
semester (January 30). Veterans
who applied after January 30
should expect payment six to
eight weeks from the date of application.
All
veterans will
receive their VA educational entitlement retroactive to the
beginning
of
the spring
semester.
rhose veterans who received
an advanced payment of two
months VA educational entitlement prior to the start of the
semester are also reminded they
will not receive a VA check until
the end of April. Regular February end of month VA checks
'
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shou Id have been received by a II
veterans who attended last fall,
registered with the OVA at that
time tor the whole year, had the
January gap period bridged , and
who received a check at the end
ol January or the beginning of
February.
fhe Ottice ot Veteran Affairs
will not have evening hours during the Easter break, March 20th
to 26th, according to Veterans '
Coordinator Steve Vence. The
otfice will be open for business
trom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. during that
period. Evening · hours will
resume on March 27th. Evening
hours are to 7:30 p.m., Monday
through Thursday.
Accompanying most VA
checks in the mail is a Caution
card which states, "This check
represents -your VA educational
assistance allowance. To be entitled, you must be satisfactoril,y
pursuing your program of study
or training and must be making
satisfactory
progress toward
completion of your educational
or vacational goal as stated on

your latest application with the
Veterans Administration. If there
has been any unreported change
in your training program, objective, or reduction in the number
ot dependents, you may not be
entitled to the full amount of this
check . You should immediately
report any char)ge to the VA
Kegional Office or VA representative, and to the appropriate
school official for required adjustment.
Remember, the
negotiation of this check with
intent to defraud, when you are
not tully entitled may subject
you to certain provisions of the
law which impose a fine of not
more than $2000 or imprisonment of not more than
one year, or both." Veterans can
avoid overpayment and loss of
VA entitlement problems by
· heeding this advice. All drops
should be reported to the OVA .
Contacting the Records Office of
the College is not sufficient for .
VA purposes. All drops are
caught up with in approximately
one to two months.

College Degree Futile?
" Your college degree will not
guarantee you a job. You will
have to work at finding onel "
This startling yet honest
statement was recently printed
in the 1978 College Placement
Annual and sums up the general
attitude of most employers,
college placement directors, and
most of all, recent college
graduates.
The time to begin your career
planning is now! It is never too
early to prepare for the job or
career you really desire .
Sometimes, unfortunately, it is
too late.
The Office of Career Planning
and Placement, located on the
first floor of the Administration
Building, is very aware of the
frustrations, anxieties, and confusion students face in careerdecision ~making. What . major
shall I choose? Where can I get a
job? How sh·ould I prepare for an
interview? How do you write , ,
resume? What career fields
currently offer good opportun-

Students Learn How to Succeed.
(CPS) - Another symbol of
the sixties is vanishing - those
idealistic,
change-oriented
social science and humanities
majors. In their place are people
with their mind on business majors in "professional areas "
such as business administration
and architecture.
r he percentage of social
science majors plummeted from
18 percent to 8 percent in the
early '70's, according to Carnegie
Foundation surveys of 70,000
students in 1970 and 1976. And
!he proportion ot stuclents with

opportunities are increasing.
Majors in professional areas
jumped from 38 percent in 1970
to 58 percent in 1976. According
to three other surveys, employers welcome the change .
Job prospects for the bulk of
college students will improve
this year, due largely to "increased . confidence in the
nation 's economy on the part of
business and industry," conclude the three surveys, _conducted by College Placement
Council, Micf\igan State _Universlty .\M5U), an_d Northwestern

last year. In fact, the MSU survey
tound that in these areas the employers projected demand for
r:iew graduates will exceed the
supply.
13y tar the most marketable
majors are those in engineering
and computer science, the
survey agree. Along with aecounting majors, they can even
expect wages that have kept up
with in f lation, with an average ,
starting salary qt $15,000 a year.
Accordingly, the least sought
alter
grad_uates
were
in
humanitiE,_S and education. lhe
goyernni~nt is their largest em-

Unive_rsity.

l:Jusmess owners eagerly snap
up graduates in computer
science, physical scieni;:e, accounting, he;ilth .services,
engineering, , business and
1
management, to the tune of an
average 20 percent in~rep.se__over

by Haight Ashbury
Although the frequency of
people popping acid has
diminished considerably, the
market for LSD is still very large.
There are alot of , people who
find their greatest m·oments
w_h,i,l e trippjng, and do it as ofte11
as µessibJe.,, ,, 0 _, 11 ,,r;, , , . . ,
There 141r.,e ,sex~rcal r.~q-3or:is ,f or.
the 9e€line_, i9 the ~se qf,.d-lys';!r-;,
gic ~id,dietth-ylamide in Jhe past
de~ade. The primary reason was
the increase in bad trips increased as the number an9 type
of people taking the drug grew.
The next greatest factor wa s impure LSD and the additi on o f
other drugs. , Methainphetamine was and is q11e of the additives.
A report releas~:d in ,1 967 contributed to the decline in the use
of acid. This repp_rt ~tated that
LSD damages ~t]r_o_rnosomes.
That was all the en~o,ur.agement
many needed to gil,:e -it up for
good.
. _.. ,
There was still another major
reason that people were willing
to pass by acid. ,This -reason was
that other drugs were starting to·
become readi_ly· available. Mescaline and peyote becc1me the
hallucif}ogen used;._ ir, ;9lace.. of
LSD. Mescaline proved
to
provide less of an inner exper-

ience but an even betrer sens~ry
show than acid.
As was stated previously, many
people still enjoy using acid and
can continue to do so withou t
t he worr-y of addrction .,Althougha tolerence does develof3 rapidl y ·
(repeated dose·s 3· or 4 days in a
ro~ R~!=<?n;ie com ~letely1neffec~ •
t lve), rec9veiy is-' eqt1alfy ·rapid.
This lm'ea'ns th'a"f- iin ·equal dose
once a week is possi ble. . '·:
· A s unbelie·valile as it may
seem, · at al l postindigestlon
times, the bra in contains less LSD
t han an y o f t he other organs in
the bod y. O f t he total acid w ithin
th e brain, the greatest concentrat ion is contained · withfn the
vi sual areas, parls of the limbic
system; and areas· of the reticular
system. ·
LSD is a • sympadrominietic
agent and autonomic signs are
some of the first to app'ea'r after
ingesting the drug. Some of the
typical symptoms i nclud-e dilated
pupils, elevated · ·temperature
and blood pressure,- and an increase in salivation. After this, be
prepared .to go 'travelingll'
Concerning the dosage, no
·data exists stating the lethal
dosage in ,man , but the effective
dose fot g6od trip :1s i= elativeiy
small. In one ounce, there are,
300,000 human dosesl

a

r

~• ~ ~

no major or concentratins in

such fields as ethnic -studies,
women's studie.s_ and environmental studies fell sharply
- trom 17 percent to 8 percent.
Not surprisingly, ~tudents are
bowing to economic pressure
and majoring in areas-where job

'·.

..,_Jf

Keep On Dancing
Keep On Caring
A 33-hour dance Marathon,
sponsored by the Council for Ex-

• •

ployer, reported the placement
council, and if it wasn 't for a projected 23 percent increase in hiring by the federal government,
liberal arts graduates would face
a one percent decrease in the
number of jobs available . this
year.
It humanities majors do
happen to land a job, most can't
expect to live on the salary. The
MSU survey found that the
typical starting salaries have increased an average of 4.4 percent
over the last 10 years, far below
the aver~ie increase in the CoJlsufl),~{ Price ,lridex. ,
·

Oh my goodness it's.

ities and who can assist me in
planning for a career?
If you are troubled by any of
these questions, perhaps the Office of Career Planning and
Placement can help to alleviate
some of your fears, anxieties and
misconceptions concerning
these problem area. We can
offer you adivce, guidance and
information that will help you
plan your college program so
you are better prepared to deal
with the realities of job seeking
when you graduate.
Visit the Office of Career Planning and Placement and seek out
the information and guidance
you need to formulate your goals
and make them a reality.
Dial 527-2040 between the
hours of 2:00 and 3:00 p.m . for
Teacher-Education
openings
and between the hours of 11 :00
arid 12:00 .m. for Business and Industry vacancies.
During the Spring 1978
semester, you can call Thursday
evenings between 4:30 and 7:00
p.m. for job information also.

_cept!9nal Children (CEC) in conjunction with SCA TE, Third
World, Circle K, Spanish Club,
and PROUD, will be held on April
28th, 4:00 p.m. to April 30th, at
1:00 a.m. in the College Center.
All proceeds will go to give more
thorough and efficient services to
retarded citizens.
Registration for interested
dance couples will be held March
13th to 17th, and 27th to 30th from
12:15 to 1 :30 and on College Free
Hour Tuesday, March 14th and
28th in the College Center, outside the snack bar.
for further information call
~ana Flore at 755- 1954.

.,

Those · Crazy College Kids

m~
· Chalk up ~no!her_on~ f~r tht marvelous, mystics of Science, folks.
• Once again•s<;ientists.hil_ye come up with yet another,_so~.tion to the problems of pollution and
vitamin ~ef_iciency: A,s ypu1knolo_V, in the past d~ade a large major~y o! Jteel cans, which were used
to store a large variety of substances (mostly edible ones); were replaced by aluminum ones for the
C0_!1Venience of recycleability. But science never qults:'Although"recycleable can did save energy,
many were still being tt)rown away. It made no difference to the consumer whether their goods
were packaged in aluminum or- steel as long as they were edible. Working on this basis, scientists
'. j'lave~cotne up with'.'(Ta-Dal) THE EDIBLE CAN!
.
'
· So-now YQU ~ail enjo,{a ·,efre.shi~g driQk .an~_your. b.c,>~Y f~n enjoy .some very es_sentlal vhamlns
and minerals each time you open one of these marvelous cans: ·· · ~-- ··- ···
· ·• · ~-- ., -~-,
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Sung Joe Kang
As you well know t his co lu m n
did not appear in the last issue o f
t he INDEPENDENT because page
3 was devoted to t he candidates
running
f or
Stud en t
Organization o ffices. This w riter
deeply regrets t he incident. The
Resi den ce Association m et to
discu ss variou s matters. Over 25
con cerned fl oo r representatives
and t he execu t ive members
were in attendance.
The Residence Association announced that a bus trip is in the
planning stage, also the election
for the executive members will
be held in the future, the date
will be announced . Miss Diana
Fiore from the Council for Exceptional Children came to ask
the members to help out with
their campaign to generate some
funds which is very crucial for
C.E.C. to run their programs. The
Residence Association will be
part1c1pating in the Dance
Marathon which will be held in
the Student Snack Bar on Apri 128
through 30th.
The Housing Office and the
Head Residents asked the

■■

-

residents of each building to
suppo rt the effort t hat is b eing
made to coll ect donati o ns for
Torn O'Donnell, director of the
Kean College Hotline and his
family.
An issue affecti ng all people
also hit t he resid ent students,
which is the h igh cost of energy.
The question wa s raised by a staff
member how can we as residents
save the increa si ng cost o f
energy which has a d irect affect on the in.crease in rent . Some
members suggested that as a
beginning let all residents be
Photo by Sung Joe Ka ng
aware of the high cost of energy
and how it affects them as far as Mrs. Jean Clarke and Mn. Jackie Orlando from Housing Office present the trophies to RonaJd Jackson
their
pocketbooks . The (The ping-pong champion) and Curtis Grimsley (the pool tabte champion).
Residence Association will diswinter day. Those who parresident students do to conserve not needed, use the oven for
cuss this issue in more detail with
ticipated in the snow sculpture
energy?
cooking and not for purposes of
the Housing Office and the
con,est
did an excellent job. BarThe
Housing
Office,
the
heating
the
apartment.
-residents.
tlett Hall won the contest and as a
residents, and the maintenance
Here are some of the reactions result Dean Ippolito threw a
As it was reported in the last isdepartment are working
made by the residents :
sue of the INDEPENDENT, the
pizza party for the residents of
together to conserve energy,
D.W. said , " What the hell, Bartlett Hall at Downs Hall on
rent for the Residence Hall has
which is a serious problem for all.
everything else is going up, so February 23.
been increased for next year due
There are newly designed winwhy not the rent. "
to an increase in heating and
One hundred and seven
dows for those apartments that
electrical costs. If the heating
J.K. who has lived on campus residents attended, Miss Abneed them, the Head Residents
costs are the main reasons for the
and R.A.s will be asking residents for four years said, ''We have an ramson , and Mr. Maslo were also
increase, then what can the
to turn off lights when they are 8% inflation rate, 6.5% unem- present. Everyone enjoyed the
ployment, so I guess a 9% in- pizzas provided by Food Sercrease in a two year_period is not vices. Steve Pusak - director of
bad, but I would rather not see it Food Services, and other staff
members did a very nice job and
go up. "
It certainly was worth freezing provided everyone with an enone's " tush" off on that cold joyable evening.
Congress will go into effect in
NCAA Hearings
time for the fall 1978 semester.
Amidst stories of witnesses
The credit would go into effect in
'terrified' of testifying against the
August and would apply to all
prepared to handle include
National Collegiate Athletic Asfull-tim~ college and vocational
The Community Mental
sociation, Congress began on
students'. The credit would be a Health~ aw Project is a non- those arisin i n the following

Change_
s In Campus Life
by Jim Coho/an
Three hundred thirty-five
teachers who failed oral proficiency tests in English or
Spanish may still find their jobs in
jeopardy this August when the
deadline tor passing the test is
Monday to hold public hearings
reached. A requested extension
on alleged abuses by the police
of the deadline to 1980 by the
arm of the NCAA.
New Jersey Education AsWitnesses are expected totessociation before the State Board
tify that the NCAA has a policy of
of Education in January.
'selective punishment' where
The recommendation for exsome institutions are selected for
tension was unenthusiastically
penalization if they are not fully
received by the board, some
cooperative with the NCAA
· board members said that bilwhile other major colleges and
inguals had already been given
universities are never investiplenty of time. The Board finally
gated or penalized even when
voted to defer action on the ~ suspected of violating NCAA
proposal.
" ·
rules.
The NJEA predicts in its monthly newsletter that no extension
Tuition
will be granted. As it now stands
Tax
Credit
the 335 teachers who failed the
The Senate finance committee
test (688 have taken it) will be
denied certification unless they
by a 14-1 vote approved a tuition
pass the two tests by August.
tax credit which if approved by

The Honorary Degree Committee, appointed by
President Weiss, has been asked to recommend
recipients for the Honorary Degree. The Committee

would like to help of the faculty, students and Alumni In
choosing those to be honored at the 1978 June
Commencement.
Members of the Kean College community desirlna to
offer recommendations for honorary degrees ~ould
forward the names together with a short descrlptlwe
statement to Charles J. Longacre; Dean, Adminlstratlwe
Serwices, Administration Building,Second Floor. Sugestions must be receiwed on or before Tuesday, March 15,
1978.
Name of Recipient---'-----------Supporting Data - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Submitted B y - - - - - - - - - - - - - Return to:
Charles J. Lonaacre, Dean
Administratiwe, Academic Serwices
Administration Building
Second Floor

direct

_,......, ,

....-.W.

,tiit

federal income tax, up to onehalf of the first $500 spent, or
$250. In 1980 the credit would be
increased to cover one-half of
the first $1000, or $500.
Since by 1980 the credit is supposed to be extended to all
tuition paying students, public
and parochial, a quick challenge
on the constitutionality of
Federal aid to church sn s ef
enedm

Legal Help For Disabled
.,.,._,. .............
the New Jersey State Bar Association and staffed by lawyers
and social service workers. The
Project provides direct legal and
supportive services to noninstitutionalized mentally handicapped persons residing in
Union County.
The Project offers free legal
representation to anyone who
cannot afford private representation . The legal problems we are

Italy's Grad Schools
Cheaper Than U.S.
· A. Contese de Bosis
The enrollment fees in any of
the Graduate Schools in Italy
(Medicine, Law, Architecture,
etc.) are extremely low, averaging the equivalent of approximately $55.00 per credit.
This is the only tax that is required of any student who has
the necessary qualifications for
enrollment.
The basic requirements are the
following :
A
working
knowledge of the Italian
language which will be verified
through an examination held at
-the Italian Cultural Institute in
New York at a future date and a
possession of a B.A. or B.S.
degree with a specific academic
average.
_
Students seriously interested
in registering at Italian Universities should be urged to
strengthen their knowledge of
the Italian language well in advance, possible by taking appropriate courses in the Italian
department of their own
colleges or universities at least by

VtrrE

Vtf'l'E

Housing (landlord-tenant disputes, mortgages, zoning)
Public Benefit Programs (social
security,
disability, welfare,
medicaid, food stamps)
Domestic Relations (custody,
visitation rights)
Expungment of Commitment
Records
Discrimination (employment,
housing)
If a client has sufficient pers~nal resources to afford legal
and court fees, the Project will
refer the client to a private attorney.
The office's social service staff
offers a comprehensive program
of free non-legal mediation and
advocacy which can assist clients
in . resolving problems with
government agencies, landlords,
family, etc. If the staff cannot
themselves offer assistance, they
will make sure that clients reach
someone who can.
The services are offered to
anyone
previously
institutionalized for treatment of
meAtal disorders as well as to
anyone who has received mental
healtlt services within the community. Individuals who believe
they are eligible for assistance
may call the Project directly for
an ,. appointment.
Agencies,
organizations and boarding
homes may also refer individuals
to the Project. If individuals are
unable to come to the offices,
the staff is prepared to meet with
them wherever it may be
convenient. They are also
available for regularly scheduled
visits to ·agencies, organizations
or boarding homes where
significant numbers of potential
clients may be concentrated.

their junior year (second to last
year of study) .
For any further information
concerning deadlines for admission and clarifications regarding the requested averages,
interested students may contact
this Consulate General, 690 Park
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021 - '
Tel. (212) 737-9100.
A recent statement of the Embassy of Italy in Washington,
underlines that no Italian official
representation in the United
States is in any way affiliated or in
cooperation with any American
Private
organization
which
promotes or prepares American
students or their enrollment into
Italian Universities. Nor is any
American
organization
authorized to guarantee to any
applicant an automatic enrollment in our Universities.
The only authorities which
have the power to accept and
process the applications of
students are the Italian Embassy
The Staff consists of Attorneys
and Consulates in the United· David J. Popiel and Neal Berger,
States.
and Social Service Workers Bernard W. Walker, Jr., Laurie
Levand ·a , · Lynn
su-san
Wurzburger and John Mantz.
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Sile~ce Speaks Loudly
If you happen to wander into Jhe Student Center today, you

will inevitably notice that some kind of election is being held.
But surely, you don't need to be concerned with a Kean College
Student Government election, so just keep walking by.
What could possibly be important about who runs Student
Organization? Even though every student supports Student
Org. with their _money, that is n9, reason to be wor,ried ,about
who· spends it and -how - it 1s· spent: , AH · that •money,. ; some
$500,000, is going to be spent, ri9 matter wh~ ·wins today.'
This is only one reason for you not to·vote today and the list of
excuses ... I· mean reasons, is almost endless. In that one or
maybe two minutes it would take you to vote, you could have
gone, gotten a cup of coffee and already started to drink it! I
Your body will thank you for passing by those booths.
For those of you who decide for one reason or another that ·
you must vote, please consider the following suggestions
before pulling one lever or another.
Check all the candidates and see who you know. Don't look
for experience in government or organizations. Rather than
voting on a person's qualifications, just vote for your friends or
even your friend's friend.
After reading all the names of the nomin~es, you m ay be
faced with a very big problem- you may not know any o f the
candidates. If this is t he case, t ry doing e-nie, meanie, mi nie, m o
in each of the categories. It may take a little lo nger to vot e t han if
you were just to pick out any old name, but it will be fu·n ! !

When entering the cen ter, you wiflp robably collect an assort ment of very nice looking literature from the various candidates. Unless t hey are particu larly eye catchin g, crumble an d
toss t hem on th e ground. (Th ey' re probably bi o-degradable and
will eventually disin tegrate. If t hey aren 't, just think of the li tter
as providing jobs for the maintenance men.)
If you must look at the papers, don 't check the issues that
affect every student. It doesn't matter how these individuals
feel. Decisions are made by the entire government, not by in-

dividuals.
Unless forced to by circumstances beyond your control.

Dear Editor,
I think the silent-majority of students have expressed themselves·
well concerning the new student center. If they don' t attend
meetings perhaps that is proof enough that Kean College doesn' t
need a new student center. The majority of students attending Kean
do so because it is econom ical ; many students have-part-time or fulltime jobs ; many student commute. It is not fair when S,tudent
Organization and the INDY compl_ain about student apathy. If you
had to work -and attend school, you would have little time for anything else. We must remember that we are a state institution of learning, fi rst, before we are a country club. If we were to raise the
tuition , we would slowly close the door of higher learning, to those
students who are from economically depressed families.
Another reaction for not puilding a new student center : Have you
ever read INDY and remem,b(;!red the names from a previous article
or edition? Or how about the faces? Most of the time the same faces
and names are involved with student activities. If you drew a Ven
Diagram of students and activities you would find the same students
in three or more activities. To let these students decide upon a new
student center is unfair.
My third and last argument: Presently there is no population
growth, in the future there will be less students, less students will
attend Kean . Because of this and other economic situations tuition
prices will, climb. Let's make it a bit easier for our younger brothers
and sisters yet- to come.
I believe t hough that the student center needs a face lift and new
organizations; and that if Dougall Hall is renovated there will be
room for students activities that require office space and meeting
rooms.
Susan E. Gunter

Part Of The Job
Dear Editor,
Here we go again I The INDEPENDENT constantly complai ns about
stu d ent apath y but when th e stude nts on t h is campus participate and
express t hei r o p inions, w ho is the fi rst to condem n them? The
INDEPEN DENT.
In last week's Op-Ed, Lynn Richm o nd stated th at "Comm unicati o n
and fellowship is a two-wa y street. " I agree with th is statement and
ask why this newspaper refuses to report and present student activities in an objective mannerl

You seemed very concerned with t he comments made by Pat lppolitto and Peter Pezzolo. The ma n y student vo ices at that meeting
were given very little coverage by your reporters.
I was appalled when I read the letter written by Sal Cardaci. There

(Continued on page 5)
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OP-ED
Student Cente·r Dissenters
(Continued from page 4)
was no mention of any faculty firings at the student center meeting.
After listening to a tape of the meeting, I have come to the conclusion
that Mr. Cardaci 's perception of reality is to say the least, unique.
Why are faculty members condemned for being involved in
student issues? Isn 't that part of their job? Mr. Cardaci implies that being involved with student affairs is the sole responsibility of Pat Ippolito and not the student body or faculty members.
Contrary to Mr. Cardaci 's opinion, I feel that my goals as a student
in the Early Childhood department are interrelated with the goals of
my faculty members.
The price of " yellow journalism" demonstrates to me that Sal Cardaci 's motives are both " . .. inappropriate and self-serving."
Judy Sikora
A concerned student
(Ed note: The OP-ED is a vehicle for anyone in the campus community to express an opinion that would be interesting, entertaining, .
or otherwise valuable. The OP-ED reflects the opinions of the individual not the editorial board. Opinions are usually not objective
and do not pretend to be. News stories are written as objectively as
possible, although we admit we are human and do have opinions.
These opinions are reserved for the editorial pages.)

Just An Ordinary
Dragon
Dear Editor,
l_t appears_"The Gang of Five" and their followers are start ing to get
a little worried . Each day seems to bring a little something else that
heretofore they " forget " to mention . Such as the fact that the new
Student Center's cost will not be 5 million to start, ending up 13
million with interest, no, in actuality with the long term interest, it will
cost 27 million dollanll If that isn't bad enough, after the 38 years it
will take to pay it off, the building Goes Back To The STATE'• ownership! They didn't tell us that! This is according to recent revelations in '
the Elizabeth Daily Journal. Yet the " Gang of Five" and their followers
still have the balls to insist the majority of students want this okayed.
Who are some of these people? There is Dean Pat Ippolito, whom I
must chide a little by asking if pushing this " White Elephant" (as_hard
as he has) is a part ot hi• oHicia\ duties a• " Dean ot Stuaenu "t T-hen
there is Joyce Marinelli (our Student Org. Pres.?) Judging from the
way she has managed to " execute" her responsibilities to the last two

organizations which she has been the president of, her endorsement
sho uld clearl y indicate the merits o f this one. Only my friendly combatant Gus Garcia is the on ly proponent unworried . He is more than
confident that the people he co ntro ls will do as he says. " If I ra ise my
hand, They raise theirs, if I don't, they don 't. If I say make no ise, they
make noise, If I make signs, they make signs. I'm the boss, they listen
to me. "
Well I' m no boss, I'm just an ordinary guy like most of the student
populace. But as a Student Council member I hope you ordinary guys
and girls w.ill come out March 31 to help slay this dragon.
John Mexia

A.O. Has No Business
Dear Editor,
After readin g the March 2 issue abo ut the w restlers' bid for being
NCAA Nationa l Champions, we find it hard to bel ieve that ou r
Athletic Program is on the RISE, as stated by our Athlet ic Di rector
(A.D.) on New Jersey Television.
We can get all of the Ray Murphys, Joe Palermos, Ernie Summers,
Pat Hannishs, and Stella Chims, in the world , whether they are great,
as we feel they are, or poor, the decisions still lie on the shoulders of
our A.D., Haly Waterman.
Where we come from , the A.D. knows what is happening in every
sport, whether it be bowling or football , A.D.'s as we know them ,
make it their business to know their Athletics. We find it hard to
believe that A.D. Waterman had to be told about our qualified wrestlers through two other state coaches. How can the sports programs
possibly get established and keep students involved in the sports they
love, if the outcomes could end such as Terra Flynn's and Ian
Charles's have .
Let's take some for instances! For instance, What would have
happened if our basketball team had to travel to West Virginia for
their finals, would the basketball team go? For instance, the womens'
basketball team is in a post season tournament, are there enough
funds for the women to go? The point is this, any other school looking
for possible sports publicity as well as college publicity will jump at
the opportunity, but Kean College's budget is too small - not to
mention all the help from the Student Organization.
We are all athletes from Kean College's Athletic Program and
proud of it. I personally will play one more year of competitive sports.
My question is, will we have an opportunity to go the national should
the occasion arise. This is felt by all of Kean 's athletes we' re sure, and
an irresponsible A.D. and Student Organization should make it their
business to help the athletes with high potential reach OlK goals for
the benefit of us all.
We would like Andy Berns not only to comment, but follow up andsearch for facts and the poor reasons why Ernie Summer's Wrestlers
will stay idle as the NCAA National Championships will go on.
Impatient Grid-Iron Men

Should there be a renovated student center in Kean's future?
Accoring to Dean of Students Pat Ippolito, the existing student center was built in 1958 to serve
2,500 students, not the 13,000 we presently have. Pat justifies the proposed renovation ofthebuilding for that reason and others :
• additional offices for student groups are needed.
• all student services would be centralized.
• new " revenue generating services" and air conditioning could be added.
• the new center could be a place for students and faculty to meet.
• it would attract new student to Kean.
• all other state colleges have new centers.
The renovations would cost $5 million. Since the state can't fund construction on a student
center, the students must. The Educational Facilities and Authority will lend Kean the money on l6
to 40 year mortgage plans. Interest on the mortgage would bring the cost up to $13.9 million, tobe
collected through an extra $3 per credit student fee during that time. If the college maintains its
present enrollment, this would produce approximately $27 million to $30 million over the 36 to 40
years._The extra $16 million would go towards maintenance and refurbishing of the building during
that time.
However, as Pat said at his discussion last Thursday, "the particular $3 fee that we're talking about.
. .goes for the 38 years, but, after that period of time, you would still need to collectsomesortoffee
(I 'm not sure what kind of a fee that would be at that time) to provide for the operation and
maintenance of the building."
In short, the state is giving us this student center, which it presently owns and maintains, to
renovate on condition that we, the students, pay the operation costs it formerly paid.
Do we really need a new student center? The existing building services our 13,000 students
without being crowded, except at lunch.
• Which student groups want office space, social or " trendy" groups? Do social organizations
need an office?
• Do we need the new " revenue generating services" Pat has suggested other than to support the
new center?
• Would students and faculty really meet more frequently in a new center than they presently dol
• Are students attracted to a college by its buildings or its programs?
• Does it matter that other state colleges have new centers? Glassboro's center didn't help it save
the Whit from apathy.
·
Demographic studies by the Chancellor of Higher Education suggest a " decline in the collegeage population (18 to 21 year olds) that portends stable enrollments through 1981 and potentially
sharp declines thereafter at least until the mid 1990's."
Wouldn 't this trend make collecting the full mortgage payment for one of those years difficult or
impossible? Says Pat: " It's not something the Educational Facilities Authority likes to think about."
Says Pat: " I know the demographics show that the traditional college age student is diminishing,
that there are fewer students in kindergarten today than five years ago, but I would like to think this
coll"ege can maintain an enrollment similar to what we have today, with perhaps some slight drop
for a period of time, by being one of the better colleges people can choose to come to." Will a new
center make us a better college?
Is it possible that the well-being of the students' is not the· major reason the college wants the
center renovated? After all, the college will be saving quite a bit of money by having students pay for
the operation of the center, both directly through the fee and indirectly through the "revenue
generating ~rvices" r~venue.
Conso11ctaflng all stud..-it ,en,lces under one roof wlfl o f,ejt up rooff"is tn o die'r b
,

specifically the bookstore building. Who would get that open space, the students or the collegel
Aren 't we actually being asked to provide more office space for the college?
We presently support the college in three ways: tuition, student activity fees (for Kean's cultural
life), and bookstore, cafeteria, pub, etc. revenue. If a new center is built to attract more students,
isn 't paying for that center supporting the college in a fourth way?
Or is there yet another reason for a new center, one that no administrator is...will ing to go on
record as adm itting? Could it be part of an understood agreem e nt in Higher Education, an unofficial version of Cha ncellor Hollander's requested Master Plan?
If space on campus is really so desperately needed (which we dou bt) , why not re novate the
unused portions ot Dougall and Whiteman Hall? They're already housing some student groups, so
it's not an unheard-of idea. What would be the cost of renovating those buildings further? According to Rehabilitation Act section 504, all existing facilities must be able to accomodate the
physically handicapped . This means, whatever their use, Dougalr and Whiteman must have
elevators added to them. Since elevators will be added anyway, the money needed to renovate the
rest of the buildings shouldn 't be as much as the center plan needs.
The Board of Trustees is co nsidering buying the Pingry School cam pus, and a proposal fo r that
land would have m uch of the Music Department facilities present ly occupyi ng Whiteman
transferre·d there, freeing more space.
Since demographics show an enrollme nt decli ne, the need fo r Dougall a nd Whitema n as do rms
will be mi nimal. The demog raph ics also state t hat t he "med ian age of the population (of the
colleges)... is e xpected to rise from 28.8 in 1975 to 37.1 in 1995." How interested are older students in
dorm living? The new dorms are on ly 90% occup ied , and the Bus iness Office expects this to remain
pretty stable .
·
The students at Kean can ill afford the increase to pay for a facility the state currently pay for . A $3
per credit fee adds up to $48 extra for a 16 cred it semester, or almost $100 extra per year. The recent
increase in dorm rent makes it harder for people to afford to live on campus, and Hollander has
proposed (according to the February 18th Star Ledger) " Period ic but small increases" in tuition to
balance creeping inflation. Consider, also, that the rehabilitation renovations would be paid for by
the state, not the students.
Since the proposed renovations raise so many questions, shouldn't those que~tions be answered
before approval of the renovations is given? In fact, since the Board of Higher Education itself is
currently in the process of re-examining its future goals, is it wise for Kean to proceed with
construction at this time? Mightn 't coming decisions from Trenton affect enrollment so as to make
any renovations obsolete?
In researching this question, we have gotten the feeling that someone is not telling us all we
should know. This is mostly suggested b;' the sophisticated strategy of the administration to sell this
plan to the students (the strategy is, perhaps, more sophisticated than might be readily apparant).
The Graduate and Evening Student Councils have aln=!ady rubber-stamped approval of the plan.
We feel that the plan should be put on referendum for the student body at large to vote on. We do
not agree with those members of council who " felt that it (a referendum) would not be ar,propriate
in this instance." We most certainly do not agree with the council member who stated : ' If a person
sees on a referendum - the money- just the fact that it would cost them more money, they would
probably vote NO, without knowing the facts."
It is not up to Student Council to decide how the Kean student body would vote. It should be up
to the Dean of Students to decide whether or not we need a renovated student center under the
above conditions. We urge all Kean students to become involved in this issue, whether pro or con.
We are deciding whether or not the future student body of Kean should pay for a student center
they may or may not need. We cannot make such a decision too quickly. The future depends on the
wisdom of today, and there's little enough wisdom as it is.
,
Chris Jarocha and Paul Edelen

The o;-Ed is .i vehicle for anyone in ihe ca~pus community to express an opinion that would be
interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuable. AH articles shoufd be limited to 600 words and submitted by 3:80 p.m. Friday.

by Robert Kern
Over the past several years I
have tried to fathom the reason
for the growth of " pop wines."
Pricing and consistency may
be a factor but one other reason
has occurrred to me ... they're so
easy to open.
Let 's consider it for a moment.
You run out to the store and buy
a vintage Chateauneuf Du Pape.
You peel off the lead sealing and
are confronted with .. .a cork.
Now Ripple and Annie Green
Springs are easy, all you have to
do is unscrew the cap and there it
is, but the imported wines of distinction are corked and getting
the cork out in one piece is no
easy feat at times.
If the wines are old the cork
may be brittle and · break when
the corkscrew is inserted (nothing tackier than having pieces of
cork floating in your beaujolais).
Sometimes the cork will have
shrunk and will wind up being
pushed into the wine bottle.
The art of opening a bottle of
wine depends on practice and
having the proper equipment, to
be exact, a proper corkscrew.
Many are familiar with the
traditional ha rid le corkscrew but
after insertion you have to pull
on the bloody thing and, depending on the cork or your misjudging your own strength, you
could wind up with several
loosened teeth or some wine
splashed on your new polyester
leisure suit (murder to get out). I
don 't like this kind of opener, it's
hard _to be suave while being
outwitted by a cylinder of tree
bark .

One
of
the
newest
developments in wine opening is
t he compressed gas opener. A
needle is pierced through the
cork and air. is pumped into the
bottle. The pressure then forces
the cork out. Very convenient.
Very quick. Very dependable.
Except. .. the flaming bottle can
shatter on you . Especially Chianti
bottles with their spherical

shapes. The increased pressure
can crack the glass and you' ll lose
the liquid. I usually hold the bottle on my lap when opening so
such a mishap could put a
damper on my evening, much
less any connubial bliss I may
have planned.
Waiters fancy those complex
little pieces of hardware which
include Knife, bottle opener,
corkscrew and a few other contraptions. Never felt entirely
comfortable with the damned
things. A nagging notion at the
back of my mind that one false
move and ... BOOM!. .. the end
of the world. Plus they depend
on leverage and may slip off the
lip of the bottle and "offer little
protection against the dreaded
brittle cork.
Someone with a Rube
Goldberg sense of humor
invented a corkscrew which involves two handles which rise as
the screw is inserted and, when
pressed down, pull out the cork
via gears and leverage. It works
well enough but is so bulky and
clumsy, not to mention the terrible off chance of one's digits
being mashed in the meshing.
Last and certainly my favorite is
the double screw type. First
because it comes in pleasant
wooden types which are esthetically pleasing and make
interesting
ornaments.
The
double screw principle screws
the metal spiral into the cork and
then , with the other screw, pulling it out.
Now in depth (pay attention ,
there'll be a test on this at the
end of the lecture). When closed

by Joe Torrees
President of /.F.S.C.
I am asking you Greeks to take an interest in the Student Center
Building plans. This matter will affect us directly and I urge you
Greeks to voice your opinion , whether it be for or against the issue.
By the time this article comes out Student Organization Elections
will be taking place. We ask you students at Kean College to "Get Out
And Vote." We want you to take a look at each candidate, see what
their qualifications are and how well of a job they have done in the
past. After looking at this thing "Pick The Candidate Of Your
Choice." We urge you Greeks to get out and vote Don't Be
Apathetic Ill
'

April 5
8:00 - TPA

How_
a rd P<:>pper (Vice President) gave his committee reports to
Council and informed us that the social Committee approved a format for the I.F.S.C. Change-over Dinner (May 9, 1978). The format
was then approved by Council and any other arrangements would be
brought up in the future.
The Scholarship Con:imittee Chairperson, Barbara Downey, gave
out to each_representative a copy of the scholarship form, the copies
are to
discussed at each groups meeting. If there are any changes
or add1t1ons to be made; have your representative voice this at the
n~xt 1.F.S.C. Meeting. Also tickets for Scholarship Dance have been
~1ven out to e~ch resp~ctive grou~. I urge each group to sell as many
tickets as possible. This Scholarship Dance is for the benefit of you
pe?ple, the scholarship money is given to a Greek who meets the requirements. So, ~he harder you work selling your tickets, the more
money we can raise for the scholarship. I would hate to see this dance
flop and lose money in the long run. Tickets for the I.F.S.C. Scholar~hip Dance are bei_
n g ~old at $1.?0 each, tickets are required to get
into the dance which Is on April 6, 1978. The beer in free and the
n:iusic is ,:nixed, a country rock band named "The Driven" is playing
Live Music and "Sugar Productions is playing disco. So come to this all
College Party and have a great time.
Communications
A pants and vests sale is being sponsored by Nu Delta Pi outside the
Student Center on March 16., 1978.
Sigma Theta Chi held it's drawing for their 50/50 Raffle in the
S~udent Center on Tuesday Feb. 28, 1978. The President of 1.F.S.C.
p1~ked the W:inning ticket, the winner was Mike Delicio of Nu Sigma
P~1 . He rece_ived $100.00 and gave $10 (in thanking them for his winning) to their treasury. Congratulations Mike.

?~

Tickets Available
Tues., March 14
1:40
Student ID
Required
2 Tickets
Per Student

ti looks like a wooden cylinder

w ith two butterfly handles on
top, one above the other and
part of the corkscrew extending
below . Pla ce the cyl inder on top
of the bottle and turn the top
handle to insert the screw (good
heavens, this is beginning to
sound rather obscene). When
the top butterfly hits the bottom
you begin turning that one in the

down to him.
Mordecai interpreted these
events as a sign from God that
Once again, the festive holiday the Jewish people were deserof Purim will be celebrated by ving of punishm.ent, for having
Jews the world over. Certainly forgotten their responsibilities to
the happiest of celebrations, the Holy Temple which lay in
Purim commemorates the ruins in Jerusalem.
Mordecai instituted a three
miraculous escape of an entire
nation from the evil decree of day fast and prayer vigil,
Haman the Prime Minister of an- petitioning God to interceed in
their behalf. Queen Esther, in
cient Persia.
Twenty Five Hundred years the meantime, went into the
ago, the Persian Empire was the King's inne.r chamber and
world 's super power. Although begged him to rescind Haman 's
the Jews were in exile, and under evil decree. Because of his love
Persian rule, they had been for Esther, Ahasuereus granted
instrumental in shaping Persia 's her request, and the Jews of Perdestiny. Mordecai, the leader of sia were saved from anihilation .
the Jewish community, held a Due to this miracle, Jews gather
seat in the Royal Persian Court. in their synagogues on Purim to
His niece, Esther was chosen read the Book of Esther, called a
Queen when the former queen "Megillah," send food and
charity to the poor, and rejoice
died .
It was under such social and with a festive elaborate meal.
The Purim episode teaches us
political security, that the arch
anti-semite, Haman, first advisor a vital lesson. It teaches that the
to King Ahasuereus, was able to events are not only of the past.
gain approval for his decree .. The Jews have been threatened,
and
anihilated
."to destroy, slay, and exter- persecuted,
minate, all Jews, young and old, throughout their history. They
women and children in a single have even assimilated to the
day . .. " Haman complained to point of extinction. Purim,
the king that his Jewish subjects· therefore reminds us, th.it all the
were "different" and disloyal to threats . and ' -~rsecutions are
the throne . He further resented manifestations of God''.S will, and
that Mordecai refused to bow it is our duty to fulfill His will.
by Rabbi Joseph Lichtman
Advisor Jewish Students

same direction . It's crossthre_
a ded and will start rising
pulling up the spiral and the cork
to the amazed and admiring eyes
of friends and loved ones.

On Tuesday, March 14, as a as Students : Another Passage to
March, in like a lion out like a
lamb - welcome to the month special presentation of WOMAN Growth. "
which brings Spring. Your Cam- TALK and .sponsored by the
The women of Kean College ,
Evening Student Council and the have been invited and can suppus Center for Women anGraduate Student Council at port three female artists by visitnounces additional hours:
Wednesdays the Center will be Kean College, Carter Henderson ing an exhibit provided by Ferne
open from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m . for will be guest of honor at a Siner of Terrill Gallery at 1161
drop-in visiting. Counseling or student recept ion and lecturer at Terrill Rd ., Scotch Plains, New
advisement is available at that 8:00 p.m . in the auditorium at Jersey off Route 22, Terrill exit.
same time by appointment only Hutchinson (Room J-100). His Georgette Veeder expresses
(527-2296) .
topic will be "An Econo-clast's
herself with fiber sculpture using
On Wednesday, March 1st, View of the Future." Students are
hand-made
paper;
Marilyn
Kollar uses oil as the medium
WOMAN TALK was privileged invited to meet informally with
with which she depicts the unity
and inspired by a presentation Mr. Henderson at a wine and
of man and nature; and Virginia
from Ruth McClain, the New cheese reception in the BrowsKendall makes her statements
Jersey delegate to the Inter- ing Room, from 6:00 until 8:00
with earthy, basic colors and
n at ion a I
Women ' s Year p.m .
During the day on Tuesday,
abstract forms - an interesting
conference in November. She
threesome.
not only has an impressive list of March 14th, the Renata Club will
If you have any energy left on
credentials and world-com- meet in the Alumni Lounge from
Tuesdays, after classes or before,
munity activities but possesses a 12:00 to h30 p.m . The Renata
the Kean lntramurals is sponwarm personality, a delightful Club serves the "non-traditional
soring a FREE clinic in Self
sense of humor and the ability to student who is seeking future
express herself well about things education at a non-traditional
Defense for Women . This group
meets at 4 p.m. in the Dance
which affect her deeply. The age," and would welcome new
Studio. May be just what we
high-light of her speech seemed members. The guest speaker of
need to get tired blood ready to be that the conference and the day will be Betty Levin who
read for Spring)
women were validated by the will address the topic "Women
funding of 5 million dollars
granted to the conference by the (Next :,~k,;1-;seinci;d; th~~~lowi
Federal Government to pay for I section of The Independent:
I
the Houston meeting. There is a I Item or event___________________
J
booklet about the conference I Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ______ 1
and the proposals adopted there -I S o u r c e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - I
available upon request from: · 1 Your r:iame - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
National Plan of Action, IWY I Pleas~ ~tJJrn all suggestions to : The Campus Center for Women, Rm 1
Commission, P.O. Box 1567,
~A 114, Bookstore Building.
J1
Washington, D.C.

~7t";,"7,,-;;;;WOM;:;SPM:~

!

i--"------ -------·-----·•••-•-•___._

Dr. Carolyn Carmichael, associate professor of Communication Science at Kean Cole11e wll appear a
guest lecturer for the March 15 segment of WO~~N TALK. WOMAN TALK, the popular dlKUlllon lfties
is designed for Kean's students, staff and faculty and is free and open to 11uesb from the community. It
meets each Wednesday at noon at Downs Hall on the Kean campus.
Dr. Carmichael will discuss "The Female Image In Literature For All Ases," and wtll exunlne 1ex-role
stereotyping in children's literature and women'• mapzines. Carmichael enfoys lp«NII experthe In the
study of sexism and literature. At kN11lhe lNiches a ~on_..... In,...._ for,....... oneol Ille few

_such courses available al aallet,es ~ lhe cOUMry.
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Play Review

"Blood Wedding" Proves Pale Drama
-~~--~-

by Debbie Orazi
and Dawn Shepherd

qual ities that could transform
this thoughtful tragedy into
There is something seriously somethin g with more depth than
wrong with the product ion of a a soap opera .
play when the audience laugh s Strange ly enough, with the
during the most dramatic pas- lead actors holding so much of
sages. This laughter occurred the story in their palms the supmore than once Sunday night at po rti ng players are far more
th e Kean College Theatre Series effecti ve and ad d considerably
presentation of Federico Garcia
mo re flavor to eac h scene.
Lorca's Blood Wedding.
Some of the more men Sund a y's de layed per- tio nabl e cha racters, fo r on e
forma nce, origi nally intended
reason or another, are: The
for last Friday, was greeted by a Bridegroom , portrayed rather
not quite full house in the recenblandly by .Kevin J. Lynch ;
tly dedicated Zella J. Fry Studio Sharon Weiner as Leo na rdo's
Theatre.
wife faring no better than Lynch
The laughter could be atin that she delivers all her lines
tributed to the several stiff lead
with an irritating whine; and
performances given that night or Thomas M. Wells giving an exto the lack of comprehension by quisite interpretation of the
the audience of the story line.
Moon. Helen Lerner as the SerWithout doubt Lorca's original
vant Woman and Annette
Spar;iish text is no small task to Wilson as the Neighbor Woman
interpret.
gave charming portrayals.
Symbolism is rampant in the
Technically the production
story of two doomed young was noteworthy. The stage setlovers and the tragic pasts of
tings were bare but appropriate
their families, and it is admirably and the forest in Act 111 is
portrayed on stage. Undreamily haunting. Lonely
fortunately many ot,_ the lead
Sp an is h m us i c f i It ere d
characters lacked the acting throughout the theatre and was

most welcome in some of the
dragging scenes. The costumes
and make-up were qui te realistic
and never gaudy. Stage lighting
was sensitive to each scene and
skillfully interacted with the
forest scene in Act 111.
By fa r the highpoint of the entire play was the third and final
act . It looks as if this is where
most of the rehearsal and
i ma gi n ati o n w ent. The
a fo remen ti o ned
moon
is
ma g n if icent.
The
Begga r
Wo ma n, played by Ei lee n
Mannes hel ps to create the eeri e
feel in g throu ghou t.

The shado w and light cast by
the moon fin ishes the flig ht of
the two lo vers.
The wonderful interpretation
in the third act saved the play
from being a total disappointment.
Blood Wedding did get progressively better but not until the
very end. Blood Wedding has
beautiful dialogue and poetical
images but it lost its meaning
somehow with the less credible
performances by the leads.

O ff The Shelf

Songs, Skits and
Chicken Soup
The Wilkins Lecture Committee of Kean College will present
"An Evening of Yiddish Theatre" on Tuesday, March 28, 1978, 8
p.m. in the Wilkins Theatre for Performing Arts.

Kaliedocycles Transcend 2-D Art
-by Barba ra Walcoff

M1C. Escher Kaleidocyc/es b y

Dor is
Schattschme1der
and
Walla ce
Walker,
Ballentine
Books, $8.95

Maurits Cornelis Escher has
proven himself to be a skilled
graphic genius through the
many, many prints he gave to the
world. This Dutch artist had such
an individualistic way of viewing
the world while retaining its

"The program wi\l include Y.iddish the'atre me\<>8ies, humor, a
lecture on the Yiddish Theatre by Professor Jo " Skipper"
Davidson, a dramatic sketch from Sholem Aleychem , and piano
selections - entertainment based on Jewish folklore and humor
wh ich has pleased "a half million patrons."
Admission is free by ticket only. Tickets will be available to
the college community starting March 13th at the Information
Booth, Townsend Hall Lobby, between 7:30 a.m. and 8 p.m.,
and in the College Center Student Activities Office, Student
Activities Building from 9 a.m. to 4 p .m.

Photo by John Heyn

-Tealism- 1:hat his works always

hold new discoveries with every
examination.
M.C. Escher was always experimenting with the expressive
possib ilities of graphic techniques and the graphic medium .
Whether Escher's genius lies
here or in his expression of the
world and his fantasies , words
alone cannot do justice to Escher's work . One look will capture your eyes and mind in the
web of this artist. Escher's print of

Administration Annotation

In_Defense of Sports
(With this issue, The ·lndependent inaugurates a new column written by the adminis tration ._ fv!ost ":"ill
be done b y Dr. Nathan Weiss, president of th e college, but at times other members of th,e adm1n,stra~1~n
will pen it . The Indy o ffers this column to encourage communication between the students and administration and in an ever increas ing attempt to inform the students about their college.)

In a recent book by James Michener entitled , what dedicat ion ; nd team spirit can accomplish
Sports in America, the author gives voice to the ma- without the advantage of highly financed recjor cr iticisms that are leveled against big-time - rui tment .
co llege athle tics. He argues t hat they are actuall y
F-or studen ts who seek'the competitive challenge
bu siness ente rprise s and far m tea ms fo r the p rofes- of tea m sports but lack the more outst~nd ing
siona l groups in football , basket ball, base ball and talents of va rsity players,' Kea n o ffe rs int ramu ral acother sports. He goes on to ridicule the belief that tivities that run from skiing to clu b track, volleyball
sport at such universities has any relationship to to basketball to soccer. This year we even have an
character building or higher education.
active intramural scuba clubl Growing in imlt ·is not my purpose to debate or defend this portance on the Kean campus are those sports
premise. The world of major university athletics is which encourage the development of lifelong
far removed from our own. In any event, it is an skills. These opportu nities at Kean include archery,
economic venture separate from the academic life badminton, bowling, fencing, wrestling, dancing
ot the institution and is developed and promoted ·and many other activities - a spectrum broad
to survive independently.
enough to satisfy the interests and talents of every
At a College such as Kean, with no scholarships student .at the College.
or special inducements - and facilities that are
More and more it becomes evident that athletics
modest at best - the true spirit of sport is exem- and academics need not exclude each other.
plitied by the variety and quality of intercollegiate, Proficiency in one area does not negate pursuit of
intramural and lifelong sports now available to all excellence in another. It is possible to excel in
our students. If a man or woman enjoys athletics, biology and basketball. A football Rlayer can be a
regardless of his or her ability , that student will find
musician; a field hockey player can win a math
inn umerable opportunit ies to fur1her th ese medal. If a co llege education is to be a positive ininte rests at Kean .
tlue nce in ou r lives, it should encou rage brea dt h as
I ho ugh certa inly an amate ur eve nt , Kean we ll as specialization. Physical skills can grow along
Co lle ge varsity athletics are of excellent quality. with inte llectual prowess. Kean College provides a
Varsity opportunities exist in all t he traditional good environment for both.
team ~ports as well as soccer, golf, tennis , lacrosse ,
Nathan Weiss
Kymnastics and swimming. The recent achievePresident
ments ol our ~ketball team certainly indicate

a flat d rawi ng of a primitive
an imal evo lving into a smoke
snorting very 3-D lizard is o nl y
one of Escher's works in the
National Gallery of Art in
Washington , D.C.
Escher's work has been looked
at, examined, re-examined,
oogled at and praised. The many
aspects that he encompasses has
astonished everyone from artists
to mathematicians. The mathe-

e xtended Escher's work into
kaleidoscopically
decorated
geometric form s.

Through the collaboration of
this mathematician and a graphic
designer, Escher's prints became
live models which turn and
change like a kaleidoscope. By
following the simple instructions
one step at a time, the colorful
punch-outs become exciting
and interesting kaleidocycles.
mati~ .realities in Escher's prints
The book and seventeen full
have been explored by Doris
Schattschmeider and Wallace color sculptural forms is
published by Ballantine Books in
Walker in M.C. Escher Kaleidoa kit that is easily worth the price
cycles.
of $8.95 even if you aren 't
The book itself unless you are
familiar with the wonder of M.C.
mathematically inclined is conEscher. But if you have never
fusing and can only be used as a
guide to the real jewels. These seen this artist's work, rather
than jumping right into M.C. Esjewels are the kaleidocycles.
. What are kaleidocycles? They cher Kaleidocycles, a more
general book about Escher's
are the end product of taking
works of which there are many,
some of Escher's designs and
making them three dimensional. · would bemorevaluabletoanew
Wallace Walker continued and
fan .

--

The Evening Student Council and the Graduate Student Coundl of
Kean College will sponsor the appearance of economist Carter
Henderson on Tuesday, March 14 as a special presentation of the
P.M. Edition of WOMAN TALK. Henderson will deYelop his topic,
"An Econo - clast's View of the Future" at a generill lecture ilt 8
p.m. in the auditorium of Kean's Hutchinson building (Room J-100).
He will also be a guest of honor at a student recepdon scheduled for
earlier in the ewening.
Carter Henderson shares the co-directorship of the Princeton
Center for Alternatiwe Futures with his spouse, socloeconomlst Huel
Henderson. The Center is a "deliberat~lt small think tilnk" ilnd
conference center for exploring altern~\fv~ fut~res for Industrialized countries. Both the Hendersons are prominent proponents of
the theories of British economist E.F. Schumacher; they speilk and
serwe as ad wocate s for a re-working of economic systems toward
more humanistic goals, goals which the Hendersons pe rceiwe as
imperative if world economics are to .surwiwe.
Henderson is an author, lecturer, and an adwisor-consultant to Industrial and financial organizations. A graduate of the University of
Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Finance and Commerce. Henderson was formerly the London Bureau Chief and an editor of the Wall
Street Journal. Among many affiliations Henderson is a founding
trustee of the Interracial Council for Business Opportunity, and Is a
member of the National Council of Churches' Energy Study Panel.
The Kean College Community and Kean's student leadership hue
extended an open invitation to the general community to attend the
Henderson lecture for a stimulating glimpse into our economic
future.

•
The E.C.E.C. would like to bring it to the attention of all students that
petitions will be circulated concerning the recent flrfnp In the Early
Childhood Department. The petitions will be circulated IIMtlns on
March I.
'
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Alvin -Ailey
Returned
and So -Did
the Audience

Ph o to b y John H eyn

Why are these people smiling1 Because they're all a part of the Alvin Ailey Dance Ensemble which
returned to Kean last Tuesday night.
'

Photo by John Heyn

Beautiful movements were especially dominant in the routine
"Myth."

Photo by John Heyn

" Games," as I understand it, was one of the favored sequences of the evening.

Wome.n: Do You
Know Who You Are?

Photo by John Heyn

Photo bv John Heyn

A review of Dr. Chesler's lecture may be found on page11.

Dr. Phyllis Chesler spoke in the Little Theatre last week on "Women and Madness."
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Photo by LJave LJikun

Last Wednesday night in VE 112 from 6-8 p.m. a WCBS Representative
spoke to interested listeners.

Pho to b y Jo hn Heyn

With great emotion, the Alvin Ailey Dancers showed through their dance, " Games," many childhood
joys.

Phot o by Jo hn Heyn

The seriousness ol the play "Blood Wedding" nn be seen in the faces of the acton.

Ph o to by LJave D ikun

9uestioning his audience, the WCBS Polster received many interesting answers.

Ph o to by John Heyn

If you haven't yet seen " Blood Wedding," perform.ances .are In VE 118 at 8 p.m. on
Match 8 1hr011gh 12.
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Senate Hopeful Teachers at K·e an
b y Kevin Perr ine
Former State Senator and
Assembl yman
Alexander
J.
Menza , of Hillside, has accepted
his f irst teach ing assignment
here at Kea n Col lege . His exper ien ce in both chambers of
our Stat e leg islature qual ify him
as instr uct or o f his even ing
cou rs.e ent itled , ·· New Jersey
Government
and
Po li t ics."
M enza ·s con t racts w it h Sta t e and
Local Officials afford st udents
with a very impressive guest
speaker list (including Ra y
Bateman, Tom Kean and many
others). Dr. Eleanor Laudicina,of
the Public Administration
Department, has stated that,
"Senator Menza 's course is a
great thing for the College. " Dr.
Laudicina also added that the
course," ... opens tremendous
avenues of two-way exchange ..
"
between Menza 's guest
speakers and the students.
Menza brings influencial policy
makers into our school. This
enables his students to get an insider 's view of public policy formulation, and exposes political
leaders to the student body and
the institution as a whole.
Seeking the Dem o cratic
nomination for the United States
Senate seat now held by Clifford
Case , Menza maintai ns that he is
the most q ualified cand idate fo r
the office. Although he appears
to be the underd o g in this race,
he plans to win, "with a networ k
of unpaid volunteers, and if.fi nancially possible, a series o f radio
and television spots." However,
Menza will expe ri ence d ifficu lt
intr a-part y con fl icts am o ngst
himself, Richar d Leone and Bill
Brad ley, as pr imary day d raws
near . Bradley and Leone are
Menza's major opponents . All
three candidates are vying for
the crucial backing of the
Democrat ic Organ ization .
Richard Leone is a former Stat e
Treasurer and his political connections (including Governor
Byrne 's support ) make h im a
considerabl y strong candidate .

Bill Bradley is most noted for h is
ach ievements as a New York
Kn icks basketball star . Although
th is athlet ic notoriety ma y not
seem rele vant to a U.S. Senate
ra ce, Brad ley's name recogn ition
is strong . When voters fa il to
in vestigate the bac kgrounds o f
potential po li tical leaders, (as
t hey almost invar iab ly do ), a
recog nizable name is a cru ci al
factor in t he race. Bradley 's accomplishments are not limited to
the basketball court, he is an
author and a Rhodes Scholar.
And Leone's support from Byrne
is not to be overlooked, for while
in office, the governor is the
leader of his party 's organization on the state level. Also both
Bradely and Leone expect to
have approximately a half
million dollars in each of their
respective campaign treasuries.
Alex Menza has stated that he
will be happy to raise $150,000.
No one should have the right to
buy an election, if indeed that is
possible. Alex Menza feels that
he is a strong possibility for the
Democratic
nomination ,
however, he also indicated his
loyalty to the Democratic Organization by stating that he will support the winner of the Primary
whether or not his own campaign is successful.

Menza Responses
To Issues
Al ex M en za ha s bee n a very
active State legislator. He has
spo n sor ed
200 p i ec es o f
legislation and 25 of which h ave
become law. H e has spo nsored
the ' Right tu rn o n Red ' law to
save ene rgy, and Men za has
been extremely involved in th e
pr o b lems of th e handicapped . I
asked t he Senator how he
became so committed to the
special problems of our mentally
ill and handicapped persons . He
res ponded , " I became invol ved
w ith the mental health area as a
State Assembl yman , I have been
increasingl y attenti ve to these
problems . . .and I became the
Chairman of the Senate lnstitu-

ALEX
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fliu,,,, l1y J,,tu, I l1 •v11

made more equitable ou r
economy could be stimulated by
improved transportation in an d
out of our cities.
• Menza has sponsored the
recently killed legislation in
Trenton which would have decriminalize the possession of
small amounts of mari.juana.
What is your reason, as a
prominent attorney and a very
knowledgeable legal professional, for supporting this Bill?
Menza replied,-"People arrested
for small amounts of marijuana

Faith In Movies Restored
By A Sophisticated "Julia))
b Ed F
Y
aver
The scene is a trai n traveli ng to
Berlin in th e ea rly 30's. Nazism is
on th e r ise . Wa lking th ro ug h t he
train is a str ik in g, well - dressed
w o ma n . A s she rea ches a car
door, a youn g man y sudd enl y
steps o ur of the shadow s and
thrusts two packages into her
hands. " Make sure you wear the
hat when you reach the border,"
he sa ys, " and carry the box o f
chocola tes with you when you
reach Berlin station." He is gone
as abruptly as he appeared .
What is this you ask? A page
from the la test John LeCarre

Ailey Transforms Dance
Into Captivating Experience
The ensemble presented f ive
rout ines. " Celebration," (musi c
from a popµlar jazz group Earth ,
Wind and Fire) was quick
movement s used to interpret the
mus ic. " Baby Child Brown " was
performed by Ronald Brown ,
wh o used various hand motions
to ill ust rate t he them e. " M yth, "
is a cl ass ical interp re ta tio n of th e
m u si c of Igor Stravi ns ky,
"Sy mp honies
of
Wi n d
Instru ments. "
The
company
performed
"Games" which is an interpretation of children's play. The
members of the ensemble

) i}di ,~ ,,,~

Alex Menza: Professor & Politico
tions , Health and Welfare Committee. " (1976-1977)
I addressed the Senate to the
great need for the improvement
of our mass transit systems, what
is the major reason for a lack of
governmental action in this area?
Menza's reply, "The problem is a
misdirection of (Federal) funds
toward the Northeast." The
Senator explained that New
Jersey does not get a fair share of
Federal monies (appropriated
for mass transit) . If the distribution of these funds were

Dance Review

by O felia Ovi edo
On ce again the Al vin A i ley
Repertor y Ensemble capt ivated a
full house of spectators in the
TPA . The performance can be
summed up as gracef ul rap id
move ments used to express the
themes; but the words do no justice to th e actua l experien ce .
A lvi n A iley who is t he artistic
adviso r o f the e nsemble, com bines c; lass ical bp_l)e t, m o d ern
dance and jazz to ,rep rod uce a
unique dancing experience.
•~ince its start in 1975, the ensemble bad captured the admiration
of many audiences.

a

should not be brought into our
criminal justice system ."
What is the major opposition
to the State-wide decr iminalization o f pot? Menza states,
" Myths con cerning the so- called
dangers o f the drug are still
widel y held . .. such as the unsubstantiated belie f that pot smoking will lead to more dangerous
drugs."
• How does he feel about
pr ivate and pa y beaches along
the Jersey coast? Menza stated,
" No one should have exclusive
right s to our beaches. The
beaches are fo r everyone ... I am
against pa y beaches."
• Re cen tly t he Arm y said it
wou ld spend u p to 800,000
dollars to dredge sand and
revitalize beaches along northern Long Beach Island. Some
o f these beaches are private.
Would Menza support the use of
federal aid to build up private
beaches? Menza, "No tax dollars
should be spent on those private
areas. "
In conclusion, I must say that
Menza will be an important factor in the upcoming U.S. Senate
race. Remember, look into your
alternatives for representation
on Capitol Hill. And above all,
VOTE. If you do not take part in
the political process . . . DON ' T
COMPLAIN ABOUT IT!

demonstrated more than their
dancing ability, they impressed
the audience with their singing .
The audience showed their
delight by the roar of laughter
and applause .
" Deep South Suite," consisted
of several short interpretations
of Duke El l ington 's work
(Ma g nol i as
Ju st
Dripping
Molasses, H earsa y, There Wa s
N obo d y Loo k ing, Happy-GoLucky
Local). This
routine
brought out the dancers ability
to combine the graceful
movements of the classical ballet
and the quick, swift movements
of modern dance.
The members of the ensemble
who performed were : Joe
Alegado, Mia Babalis, Ronald
Brown, Marsha Clark, Judith Dejean, Paul Grey, Aaron Holt, Andrea Largen , Dianne Maroney,
Coco Pelaez, Ted Pollen, Mark
Rubin, Quincella Swyningan,
and Mia Yoo . l hese young
dancers are versatile and gifted.
I he expression on the faces of
the dancers was that of joy. The
dancing for the members of the
cast is not a job, but an enjoyab le
tr eat.
I he e nd result of th e perfo rman ce, as expected , left the
audien ce with a love for the art
of dancing. 1 he Alvin Ailey
l<epertory l:memble is an experience lo be seen.

th rille r ? No. It is a scene from the
film Julia, t he woman o n t he train
is Li ll ian Hellman (as played b y
Jane Fonda) and t he tran sact ion
is j ust o rie small part o f a series of
even ts tha t really happened to
Ms. H ell m an in Europe on the
verge o f Wor ld War I I.
Julia is a story o f fri endship,
faith and trust. It is executed
beautifully. The story is related in
a progression of vignettes, both
in flashba cks and wh at we accept
as the present time, t he 1930's.
We find a young Lillian Hellman
attempting to write her first play
(eventually The Children's Hour)
and meeting with very little
success . At the suggestion of her
roommate, Dashiell Hammett,
Li 11 ia n goes to Eu rope to clear her
mind hopefully renew her ·
friendship with her lifelong comrade, Julia.
We first meet Julia through
Lillian 's flashbacks where we see
that she comes from a very rich
famil y and yet remain s
unspoiled , never f laun t ing her
wealth to young Lillian . It is th e
least important thing on her
mind and she virtually ignores it.
The fr iends are separated by
Julia 's travels to England and Oxford where she studies medicine
and earns the chance to study
with Freud in Vienna . It is here
wh ere she devo tes herself t o
d efeating the onslau gh t of th e
Nazi regime and where Lillian
gets invo lved in fo reig n int rig ue.
The beauty of the film is that
none of it is sensationalized .
fhere are no thundering m usica l
overtures or tense chase scenes.
It is a story of a friendship
between two women. It is not

w ithout tears, nor is it o verly
sen timental.
A lvi n
Sargent 's
scr ip t tell s the story very simply
an d Fred Zinn emann d irects very
gent ly.
Z innemann is a painter and
th ere are shots in t h is fi lm that
stand alone and do not need a
sto ry to give them purpose. He
can make single shots tell you
more than ten pages of dialogue.
His work is breathtaking .
Perhaps the most breathtaking
work o f all is . that done by the
superb cast. Jane Fonda is
marvelous as Lillian. She is so
many things; tough, vulerable,
gentle, outspoken and Fonda
plays all of these things beautifully .
Vanessa Redgrave, in the title
role, is excellent as well. Perhaps
she works the hardest as hers is a
pivotal role and ~he is not on
camera all that much . She and
Fonda share a scene that is practicall y free of dialogue, but is as
stirring as any you w i ll see in a
f il m where feel ings are expressed through the lines.
Outstanding actors fill the
remaining roles, Jason Robards
as Hammett is properly gru ff, yet
in love with Lillian. Maximilian
Sch ell as an anti-Nazi agent is
unnervin g in his intensity and
Hal Holbrook, in a ver y small role
as a so cia lite- author, is perfectly
pompous.
Whe n all of thi s is put
toget her, you have a very soph isticated production and a nearly
perfect film. Julia is a film for
everyone and for that, I think, we
should shout a very loud
"Hoo ra y I"

Calling All Garson Kanins
Would you like the opportunity to receive recognition for your
prose, poetry, essays, and artistic renderingsl If so, then now ls the
time to submit your creative works to the Grub Street Writer.
This literary publication readily welcomes and encour.iges aspiring
amateurs to participate. As stated by Frank McIntyre, Editor-in-Chief,
"The Grub Street Write r will reflect the thinking, beliefs,
philosophies, and views of our diversified society. This journal h.is
and will continue to inspire new and creative talent."
The deadline for submissions is M.irch 15. Interested p.irtles .ire requested to include a self-addressed st.imped envelope with their
submissions to: The Grub Street Writer, C/0 English Dep.irtment,
Kean College of New Jersey, Union, New Jersey 07083.
Meetings of the Grub Street Writer .ire held on Tuescby at 1 :40 In
Willis, l07C. AH are cordialy invited lo attend.
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Cosmic Watergate" Angers UFOiogist

by Bob Wade
" Warp five, Mr. Sulu. " " Close
Encounters of a Third Kind " can
ha ppen . C3-PO and R2- D2 are
alive and wel l and livi ng in Ga la xy Demitrium .
Au contraire, says a lead ing
UFOlgist who recently lectured
at Kean College.
The recent onslaught of
Science Fiction films and shows
are fine-if they are taken within
the context in which they are
based , said Stanton T. Friedman,
who bills himself as the " Flying
Saucer Phycisist. "
Most people believe in flying
saucers, Friedman said .
" Having lectured at more than
400 colleges in 47 states and four
Canadian provinces, I can safely
say that the ' laughter curtain '
which has kept most people
from
reporting their UFO
sightings or getting involved in
UFOiogy has gradually been
rising," he said .
Friedman is the only known
scientist involved in the full-time
research of UFOs.
" Having spent 14 years as a
·nuclear physicist on advanced
nuclear and space development
programs, many of which were
highly classified, I can safely state
the Government c.an keep
secrets," he said . " The whole
UFO subject is a kind of Cosmic

Watergate needing either a
Daniel Ellsberg and/ or the same
media effort that was required to
unco ver
the ·political
Watergate ."
Science Fiction writers usually
don ' t know what they are talking
about, according to the 43-yearold
University of Chicago
graduate.
" The vehement skeptics
whose
emotional
antipathy
towards UFOs is clear, such as Dr:
Isaac Asimov, Ben Bova, Arthur
C. Clarke and Philip Klass, don 't
have a good anti-UFO argument
amongst them ," said Friedman.
" Much of what these four
writers have written about UFOs
must be considered fiction posing as fact and as pseudoscience
rather than science," he said. " As
a general rule, when one scratches a skeptic about UFOs, one
finds an· individual putting down
what he isn 't up on .
" Inter-galactic contact reports
have been censored by the
federal
government-among
others-in order to cloud the issue." They have " covered up
many of the best cases involving
data obtained by military personnel, radar, and instrumentation not submitted to the old
Project Blue Book," he said . " I
have personally talked to more
than 80 former military persons

who had exciting stories to
recite.
" Such a cover-up can be easily
understood from the viewpoint
of
nationalistically
oriented
governments and their constant
search for improved flying
weapons delivery and defense
systems, though it doesn' t make
much sense for an Earthling
orientation," he said.
" Part of my role is sort of the
Ralph Nader of the UFO world,"
he said . " I am not the Billy
Graham of UFOiogy. I am not
interested in making believers
out of people. I am a strong
believer in the human ability to
reason and come to the right
conclusion when they have the
data. "
" It's perfectly obvious to any
alien, that this is a primitive
society, whose major activity is
tribal warefare," said Friedman.

know enough about them to
protect themselves once they
reach their inter-gallactic voyage
phase .
"As we go out," he said, " They
can say, ' Hold it fellas. Here are
the rules out here. Here's your
dues bill. Here's what you 've got
that we think is valuable. You
don 't play your kind of games

out here,' " Friedman said.
Friedman went on that wellknown astronomers, through
the various media, have framed
public views in the wrong way.
The fact is, he said, that if he
wanted to get any information, it
wouldn 't go to an astronomer.
May the force be with you,
Buster Crabbe, wherever you
are.

ALL COLLEGE PARTY

March 15th
9:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Free Beer - Snack Bar

Admission $1.00
Music:

Wes Houston and the AJI Star Space Band

"So from an alien viewpoint,
why bother with Earthlings? In
terms of talking with them as
equals, we' re not equals. What
are they gonna learn from us?
(How to) make a mess out of a
planet? That 's not very useful information, " he said.

Galileo, God and the
Scientific Revolution
Lecture by Dr. Winifred
Wisan of Brooklyn College

.

Little Theatre
Wed., March 15 - 12:15 p.m.

Since Earthlings are beginning
to venture out into the universe,
other forms of life are collecting
data on Humans in order to

One up-Woman-ship

Chesler Chide "The Female Shuffle"
father figure.
by Chris Jarocha
This situation must continue so
In the musical How To
long as mothers are the primary
Succeed in Business Without
parents
and
fathers , off
Really Trying, there is a song
son:iewhere winning bread and
about " the benevolent brotherhood ot man." 'The idea breen, are the absentee, and
presented is that, in the dog-eat- thus passive, parents. "If men
could learn to mother," says Dr.
-dog aspects of American
Chesler, " they would not just
business, there really is concern
mother children, they 'd mother
for your fellow males.
But there is no comparable women and they'd mother other
men ."
feeling of sisterhood among
" Somewhere, men must have
women , whether they are in the
business world or at home. an enormous amount of uterus
envy," she sa ys. Men are envious
Women " live psychologically in
a harem. If one woman makes a of the woman 's ability to
break for freedom, the one near conceive, carry, and sire birth to
the door trips her, and another children . Because of this, men
have " devalued Motherhood."
one knifes her. "
The quote is by Dr. Phyllis To men , ideas are their babies
Chesler,
last
Tuesday ' s (which may explain the rise of
Townsend Lecturer. Dr. Chesler the patriarchal intellectual strucis a psychologist, teacher, lec- ture of Western Civilization) .
turer, author, and (most import- Uterus envy has also lead to the
" life in the laboratory" experiantly) feminist. While introducing Dr. Chesler, Dr. Bon- ments. If men can 't make babies
nie Kind, of the Psychology inside themselves, they 'll make
Department, said that women them in test' tubes . When a
had asked her if Dr. Chesler was woman in the audience asked
whether male scientists aren't
" one of those kooky feminists. "
Dr. Kind laughed it off and said trying to " castrate" women
she was a " scholarly kooky through this, Dr. Chesler replied,
"Yes, and it frightens me to
feminist."
However, says Dr . Chesler, beath ."
An interesting, entertaining
"there is nothing kooky about a
passion for justice." The women • speaker, Dr. Chesler spent most
who questioned Dr. Kind were of the time as an apolusist for
demonstrators of " the female feminism: Rape isa political act
shuffle," an equivocating stance of terrorism against the universal
politic of feminwomen take when they want to body
be financially equal to men but ism"-" Feminist don't want to
not socially equal. " I'm not one drop out, they are out. They're
of them," the shuffler says, " I like for integration,"- " lt's a lot of
hard work .. . It's like saying there
men. "
Feminism isn ' t really about is no God, there is only myself.
women liking men, it's more It 's an act of hubris" - " Most
about women liking women, women have not made such a
too . It 's the creation of the bene- declaration of independence.
volent sisterhood of women, It's too difficult. "
During an all-too-brief queswith emphasis on benevolent.
Dr. Chesler feels that many tion-and-answer period, Ellen
factors cause our current con- Curcio, of the Campus Center
dition of brotherhood and no for Women , asked whether Dr.
sisterhood. One of them is Chesler saw c1 generational
breaking of parental ties. When problem as the cause of " the
children, male or female, break female shuffle. " In other words,
free of the parents, they use up do today's young women find it
so much energy in breaking free easier to become feminists than
of the mother that there's not the older women do? "No,"
enoU-gh left to break from the aime the reply," the daughters
father: Both boys and ,sirJs thus ' ·of the race do as the mothers
never really rebel against the do." Bemoaning the fact th~t

"The Fifties have returned to
campus,~ she said that young
girls today think they've a lot to
lose, so they concentrate on
appearance, finding a husband,

opinions of the audience, and I
enjoyed Dr. Chesler immensely.
However, she made one
statement that made me stop and
think : " The only men who take

making babies, etc. However, at

up feminis'll are those who are

age 40, when all this is behind
them, women discover they've
really had nothing to lose and
everything to gain by taking up
feminism. " I don't see youth
more radical than age" she
stated, then, see king response
from the audience, asked , " Does
anyone disagree? "
I have never seen a lecturer
more concerned with the

forced into it by the women they
live with. " Was it true in my case?
I'd have to say yes. While I
believed in equality long before I
movea in with a feminist, it took
that life with her to make me
realize the need for feminism 's
supportive nature. I believe in
the potential of feminism to help
both sexes, I only wish there
wer e more men in the aud ience.

Students with problems
in JCL COBOL
are invited to
attend this
informal workshop.
Tuesday
March 14, 1978
css 103
1:30 P.M.

~Rec

ettin
Edgar Winter's White Trash
Recycled

Journey
Infinity

Rules are made to be broken,
and that old rule that when a
deceased rock band is reformed
it shall be lousy, has been
broken . Who broke it? Edgar
Winter's White Trash, of course.
Edgar Winter has reformed the
White Trash and has come home
to what he does best; raw
rock ' n' roll.
Welcome ·home
Edgarl The album features Jerry
LaCroix .and John Smith of the
old White Trash. The new
members,
Marshall
Cyr
(trumpet),
Floyd
Radford
(guitar), Robert Arnold (bass),
and George Redle (drums) fit
right into the White Trash Sound.

An adde~ vocalist to this group
has made a great difference
between this and their last
album. Lyrics are of a simplistic
nature with this group, but
somehow the music is good
enough to override them and
give the songs a new meaning.
The album starts off with Lights
which is a nice ballad and then
goes into two songs that give me
' more than a feeling' Foreigner
was their major music influence.
They manage to escape this
sound somewhat throughout the
album with good useage of
synthesizers and above average
guitar work. Where this record
lacks is in its originality, but
would be a descent addition to
any collection.

The style of Recycled seems to
be right out White Trash's finest
work; Roadword . Although I
can't .try, to tell you that it's as
good as Roadword, it's only a few
points behind. Of course,
though , how could any band try
and live up to the standards of
ROildwork? So, if you 're an old
White Trash fan, check out
Recycled I
by ,'./ Schaefer

Association For
Computing Machinery
'JCL COBOL
Workshop'

by Bill Garrabant
Loggins and Messin.a: Fin.ale
Columbia
Although many Loggins and
Messina albums contained at
least a few unnecessary filler
songs, when they stepped · on
stage, some kind of magic
happened. Like, for one thing;. -

there's no place for filler material
in the concert format .
This may not be the live album
that ' On Stage' was, but it
manages to hold its own. The
only thing that I can see as a possible drawback is the fact that the
songs in the medleys are not
complete (but that's how you
make up a medley, isn' t it?). And
you must remember that this was
their farewell tour and Kenny
Loggins had a hand injury that
kept him from playing the guitar.
And I don't know about you, but
I think Kenny Loggins looks
naked without his old Ovation
on his lap.
Stand out cuts are the Three
medleys, the acoustic set, the
Country medley (my personal
favorite), and th Rock and Roll
medley. But by far the best song
on the LP is 'Be Free. ' It has all the
beauty of its studio counterpart,
plus it 's in the live atmosphere.
I'd say that this is a worthwhile
album to buy (even at today's
prices). It just goes to show that
every group doesn 't break up, .at
eKh othef's throats. The .inner
steeve, aren'. t bad, either.

Bob Trupiano
:,· ....: Editor-Musik Box-WKCU
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America's Truth:
ELECTION DATES

60' s Revisited
The Fourth All College Film Series
Spring, 1978

Thurs., Mar. 9, 1978

Admission Free: All Are Invited

All Showings in Hutchinson Auditorium (J-100)
Afternoons 1 :40
Evenings 7:40
Presented by Kean College Student Activities Department and
Instructional Resource Center
Series Coordinated and Moderated by

Fri., Mar. 10, 1978

Prof. Martin Siegel, Department of History
March 9 - Medium Cool {1969)
Comment: Prof. Robert Sklar, Chairman, Department of Cinema Studies
New York University

Thurs., Mar. 16, 1978

Much 16 - Guess Who's Coming to Dinner {1967)
Comment: Prof. Daniel J. Leab, Professor of History
Seton Hall University

Mon., Mar. 1.7, 1978

March 30 Mickey One (1965)
Comment: Prof. Warren I. Susman, Chairman, Department of History
Rutgers University

April 6 Rush to Judgment (1967)

Final Election for Executive
Board and N.S.A. Coordinator. Polls open at 9:00 a.m.
and close at 5:00 p.m.
Applications for Class
Officers close a.t 4:00 p.m.
MANDATOM.Y Meeting of all
candidates at .4:30 p.m. in Student Org. Offices. Ballot
positions will be assigned.
Primary Election for Class
Officers. Polls open at 9:00
a.m. and close at S·:00 p.m.
Applications for Student
Council available in Student
Org. Offices in the College
Center Bldg. from 9:00 a.m .4:30 p.m.

Comment: Prof. Robert Fridlington, Department of History
Prof. Michael Israel, Department of Political Science
"Kean College of New Jersey

Thursday, March 9, 1978
6:00-11 :00 p.m.
7:30-10:00 p.m.
8:00, 11 :00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-End
8:00 p.m.-End

Gospel Choir
Kappa Delta Phi
Omega Psi Phi
CCB presents: " Meatloaf" Tickets sold out
" Blood Wedding" $3.00 admission

Dining Rm-Ill
W-100
Browsing Rm
Wilkins Theatre
VE118

Friday, March 10, 1978
9:00- 3:00 p.m.
12 :00- 1 :00 p.m .
6:00-10 :00 p .m.
6:00-10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-End

Kean Instructional Team
Lenten Prayer Service
Evening Student Council
Student Org. Council Meeting
" Blood Wedding' 1 $3.00 admission

Alumni Lge
Browsing Rm
Alumni Lge
M t g Rm A
VE118

Saturday, March 11, 1978
All Day
8:00 p.m .-End

WORLD HUNGER DAY
" Blood Wedding" $3.00 adm ission

Downs Hall
VE118

Sunday, March 12, 1978
1:00-5:00 p.m .
5:30 p.m .-End
5:30-7 :00 p.m .
7:30 p.m.-End
8:00 p.m .-End

Omega Psi Phi
Mass
Groove Phi Groove Meeting
CCB Film : " Two Minute Warning" 25¢ admission
" Bloo d Wedding" $3.00 admissi on

Browsing Rm
Browsing Rm
Mtg Rm B
Wilkins Theatre
Mtg Rm B

Monday, Marc h 13, 1978
10:00- 5:00 p.m .
7:40-10:10 p.m.
9:00-11:00 p.m.
7:30-End

Videotape " Nashville So u nc"
Rotary Cl u b
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Circle K Club

Sl oa n Lge
W202A
Browsing Rm
Whiteman Lge

Videotape "Nashville Sound"
Renata Club
Third World Movement Meeting
Occupational Therapy
Chem-Physics Dept.
IVCF
Council for Exceptional Children
CIAO " The Italian Club"
Raw M agaz ine
Market in g Co m municat ions
IFSC
drcle K
FASA
International Students Assoc.
EEO
Jazz Jams
Psi Chi Club Meeting
Industrial Psychology
Sigma Kappa Phi
Woman Talk : Cater Henderson
Socio Economics and Alternative Futu ; es
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi
Nu Delta Pi
Society of Mechanical Contracting Students

Sloan Lge
Alumni Lge
Browsing Rm
W311
C218
J-101
CSS104
W209
VE113
VE114
W 207
Wh itema n Center
VE11 2
J135
)100
Browsing Rm
Alumni Lge
Alumni Lge
Mtg Rm B
J100

Tuesday, March 14, 1978
10:00- 5:00 p.m.
12:00- 1 :30 p.m.
1:40- 3:05 p.m.
JJ

8:30-11 :00 p.m .
7:00-7 :45 p.m .
7:45- 9:00 p.m .
7:00-10 :00 p.'m .
7:40-11 :00 p.m .
7:40-10 :10 p.m .
JJ

8 :30-10:00 p.m.

.

.

Wednesday, March 15, 1,18
12:00 1 :30 p.m .
, 12:00- 1 :30 p.m .
1 :00- 3:00 p.m.
1 :30- 3:00 p.m.
3 & 8 p.m .
8:00-10 :00 p.m.
9:30 p.m .

J130
J336
)138
J339
W215
W317
VE112
VE113
J134
C218
T208
VE211
W100
H111

Townsend Lecture, Dr. Winifred Winsan
Little Theatre
" New Light on the 17th Century Scientific Revolution "
Woman Talk
Alumni Lge
Whiteman Center Fun Dance Group
Dining Rm Ill
Videotape: " Nashville Sound"
Sloa,:i Lge
SIA Film: " Sacco & Vanzetti " Free
Little Theatre
Alpha Theta Pi
)143
ALL COLLEGE PARTY
CC Cafe

,
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Candidates Ready For Today's Election
In a continuing effort to inform the campus
population on today's election, the INDEPENDENT has
permitted each candidate including write-ins a forum to
present their past achievements to their future
constituency, you the students.
The INDEPENDENT and Student Organization hopes
that all full-time students will take the opportunity to
cast their votes at the polls in the College Center today.
The polls will open at 9:00 A.M. and close at 5:00 P.M.

President

student organization. In the past,
most elections saw candidates
pushed in by low voter turnouts.

Ralph Abbate
Ballot Number 2 .
Ray Parente
Ballot Number 1
In case you don't .already
know, the election for the Executive Board of Student
Organization is being held
today . This is your say and the
future of your money depends
greatly on you exercising your
right to vote.
My name is Ray Parente and I
am vying for the position of
President. I am partaking of this
task for the simple fact that I feel
I'm the most qualified and
capable person for the job.
The ability to maintain a
functioning organization such as
this requires much previous experience and knowledge._This is
vital and I feel adequately
prepared.
I have served on two councils
and two finance boards. I have
also served three sub-committees of the finance board .
That is, two years working on the
capital expenditures budgets,
chairperson of the student gov't
budgets, and chairperson of the
upcoming departmental and
special
interests
groups'
budgets. I have sat on the committee to select a new C.C.B.
chairperson and the W.K.C.U.
investigation committee.
I was a group leader for
freshman
orientation
this
summer and freshman advisory,
and just completed the
s·uccessful Citizenship Drive
here at Kean.
I'm also a brother of Sigma
Theta Chi fraternity and active in
intramurals.
Lastly, I serve as surrogate
parliamentarian for the current
Student Council.
This limitless interaction with
both funded groups and
students has given me great insight into the real needs and
concerns of all students.
I stand firmly on my beliefs and
will strive for consistency in
decision-making situations.
My views on varied issues as
stated in last weeks' edition of
the INDY remain the same, but
issues don 't run an organization people do - hopefully experienced people.
So I won 't end by telling you to
support me, you know I· want
that.
Ed Dressler
Write-In
Resume Not Submitted

Vice President
fhe upcoming elections are
vital for the continuance of an
effective administration in

As students you should exercise
your power to vote.
As one of the candidates for
Vice
President of
Student
Organization, student interest
will be my main concern when
making decisions concerning
the college. My_main g_oaf is to
pyt dedicated and qualified
students on important college
committees. These committees
are essential for conveying the
student's point of view to the administration . I will encourage
student input by making myself
available as much as I possible
can. In this way I hope to achieve
better communications between
students and tneir representatives.
I am not a newcomer to
Student Organization. I have
previous experience on the Executive- Board, and 3 years on
council and various college committees. I have also participated
in many other student activities,
such as being a member of the
INDEPENDENT and participating
in intramural sports.
The final vote is now left up to
you the voter. I would like to
stress that I will be very
dedicated and hardworking if
elected vice president. I would
like to continue working for the
students of Kean College as I
have done in the past. Today,
consider the choices, and you
will find that Ralph Abbate,
Ballot #2 is the right choice for
Vice
President of
Student
Organization .

Valerie "Information Booth"
Allen
Ballot Number 3
My name is Valerie Allen , I am
a very mature and aggressive
twenty-year old.
Early
Childhood Education is my major and I'm a junior here at Kean.
From my very first day at Kean,
I became involved with as many
organizations as I could . I am not
one to just sit and not voice my
opinion. I am very concerned
with
the
growth
and
governmental developement of

Kean College. This concern has
prompted me to run for the office of Vice President of Student
Organization.
Being a junior that's involved
in the student politics on this
campus, I feel I have paid my
dues in my prior semesters in
gaining an inside viewpoint of
the attitudes and needs of ·the
entire student body. These dues
consist of serving on student
council for two years and sitt ng
on the very powerful Finance
Board of Student Organization.
There I gained knowledge and
understanding
of
the
procedures and process required in ., the disbursement of
student funds.
I have also been actively associated with the Kean College
Hotline and S.C.A.T.E . programs.
I am presently working at the
new information booth in
Townsend Lobby.
I feel that the best way to serve
the students, is to get to
understand and communicate
with the students. As vice
president, I plan to be mostly
organized with my work. Being
vice president, you are in charge
of the proper procedure of the
elections . In the past years, this
job has not been done smoothly.
The vice president has to form
committees and choosing hard
working people is what I plan to
do. Most of all , the vice president
must work together with the
president and other members of
the Executive Board.
Please vote ballot #3, Valerie
"Information Booth " Allen, for
vice president.

didates, and the newly elected
officials are a reflection of your
judgement. Select your candidate wisely, your voice is your
-vote! Write-in Tom Colucci for
Vice President.

Assistant
Treasurer

James Ellis
Ballot Number 5
My name is James Ellis and I am
running for the position of Assistant Treasurer of Student
Organization . I am a freshman
here at Kean College, majoring
in Political Science. In my short
time here at Kean, I have
become actively involved in
campus
politics
and
organizations. I am a member of
Third World Movement and the
News Editor of its publication;
EXPRESSIONS. More important,
I am a member of the · Student
Organization Council, representing the Freshman Class. From
this position, I was selected to sit
on the Student Organization
Finance Board.
In this position, I have dealt
with all of · the budgetary

record of service qualifies me for
the position. I have been
Freshman Class President and I
am presently Sophomore Class
President. I have served on the
Executive Board and Student
Council for two years. Thus giving me the chance to see two
very different administrations
work together as a unit. Recent
committees that I have served
and in some instances chaired include Campus Renovation Committee, Student Advisory Committee, Parking Appeal's Com. mittee and most rewarding of all
the Ellen Grossmen Lukemia
Fund in which over $500 was
raised. As Freshman President
some will remember two
fundtioris
which
I helped
organize: "The Charles Lamont
Hypnotist Show" and the
"Almost Anything Goes
Competition."
This year the Finance Board
has approved funds for a show
similar to the Broadway version
of the "Magic Show" with Doug
Henning. This show will take
place in the very near future. I
will close this letter by saying
every vote has the potential to
make or break and election. I
hope you decide to put that
great potential vote on my side.

Secretary
Karen Wignall
"Wig''
Ballot Number 7
Resume Not Submitted

procedures and policies of the

1

Tom Colucci
Write-In
The office of the Vice
Presidency of the Student
Organization, is of particular
concern to the college students
for it encompasses the
organiz.ation of committees to
serve the needs of the students
here at Kean . For an individual to
successfully administrate from
this position it is necessary for he
or she to be both affiliated and
an active leader in decision making for the student body as a
whole.
To be aware of the Student
Organizations policies and the
limitations in which it functions,
it i_s imperative -to have prior
knowledge of Student Council,
Executive Board , Finance Board,
committees and the funded
groups which comprise the
present system of Student
Government.
Since enrolling at Kean in 1974,
the potentials and rights of the
student has been one of my
immediate interests. In order to
further understand the complexities of the student body, I
have served and actively participated on the various clubs,
and in offices, too numerous to
mention, which are available for
students who wish to be involved I
In the upcoming electio·n, I
would like to encourage all fulltime students, freshman to
seniors to cast their ballots . Your
votes determine the elected can-

organization,
i.e.
reappropriations, request for additional monies, etc. and I
currently sit on the Campus
Media sub-committee for the
reviewing of budgets, which has
the task of determining the
amount of money that the
various media on campus, such
as the INDEPENDENT, WKCU,
KCTV, MEMORABILIA, etc. will
need to function in the upcoming school year. I have
attended all of the Finance Board
and Student Council meetings,
and I feel that I have the
knowledge and time necessary
to assume the role of Assistant
Treasurer.
Through this position, I will
learn and gain more knowledge
about the operations of the
student
government
and
hopefully have a voice in determining its 'future.

Dan Lemberg
Ballot Number 6
My name is Dan Lem berg and I
am running for the position of
Ass't. Treasurer. As the only two
year position on the Executive
Board it requires twice the commitment and responsibility of
any other position. I am
prepared to shoulder that responsibility, and I feel that niy

Dory Rodriguez
Write-In
My name is Aurora "Dory"
Rodriguez, I am a write-in candidate for the office of Secretary
of Student Organization. I am a
management science major in
my sophomore year.
I am certain, I'm qualified to
handle the responsibility of
Secretary
of
Student
Organization . I have been a
council member since my first
semester at Kean. I am currently
treasurer of the newly formed
PROUD Organization , a
member of Third World
Movement as well as a member
of the Spanish Social Club.
I don't wish to bore you with a
bunch of personal statistics,
however, it is imperative for you
to know the background of the
candidates running for office.
My secretarial experience is
abundant for I have maintained
clerical positions withing the
college employment structure as
well as securing outside employment.
I have worked four years with
the Mount Carmel Guild in
Newark in the capacity of clerk
typist. I have worked for the
mathematics/computer science
department doing various
1
clerical responsibilities.
Due to my afore mentioned
involvements
with
Student
Organization, I know I will be
more than a secretary who will
simply file, type, and answer the
phone. My experience with

(Continued on page 16)
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LOST

Join in the

Sentimental, 20 year old, sterling silver, cub scout ring on
campus. If found, please contact Peggy Black, 762-2365 or
Robert Siniakin, News Editor of the Independent, at 3550174, or drop it off at the Indy office. Reward offered.

Theatre

20th Birthday Celebration
For

Kean College of N.J.
D ATE: MA RCH 16, 1978

Stuci_e111 Activities Prese111s
Wednesday Movie
ol the Week
··~A('('O & VANZETTI"
March 15. 197~
J and~ P .M. in the
Litt le J heat re
Adm 1ss1o n is }- R 1:.1:.

lhe Delphian Trio
plays
Mozart and Dvorak
I hu rs., March I 6 at
1:30 p.m. in the
Little Theat re

MUMMENSHANZ
April 5th
8 P.M. -TPA

Tickets available
Tuesday, March 14th
I :40 CCB Office

"MEDIUM COOL"
(1969)
Comment: Prof. Robert Sklar,
Chairma n, Department of
Cinema Studies, New York
University

Applications for W.K.C.U.
Chairperson and W.K .C.U.
Committee are presently
availa ble in the Student Org.
office. The applications
must be ·returned no later
than 4:00 p.m. March 9,
1978. Applicants must be
full- time and have a G. P .A.
of at least 2.0.

11:30-12:30 Commuter Coffee Hour
in: Vaughn Eames Lobby
Hutchinson Lobby
Administration Lobby
1:00-3:00 Band in Sloan Lounge
3:00-5:00 Pub Party
8:30 on Late C offee House

CIAO , The Italian Club
of Kean College, is sponsoring
Free Wine & Cheese
March 16, 1978
Downs Hall
Alumni Lge - 7:30-1 1:00

Fun

Townsend Lecture
Dr·. Winifred Winsan
"New Light on
the 17th Century
Scientific Revolution"
March 1 S

WANTED : S or 6 room apt., max.
$300 + utilities, for responsible
mother and 3 children and pet.Need
immediately Call 862-2376 after 4
p .m.
(

12 :00 noon

Alumni Association Presents
Kean College
Theatre Guild

DUMBO

presents
"BLOOD WEDDING"
Performances Are:
March 9-12
8:00 p.m. in the
Zella J . Fry
Studio Theatre
Tickets are $3.00
I ticked ½ price
with Student l.D.
Box Office is now open
For further infor call
527-2337

Eat Lunch
and See
"The Nashville Sound"
videotapes in Sloan Lge

Also
"New Country"
Features Hoyt Axton,
Oolly Parton,nand many
others
March 13-17
10 a.m. - 5 p.m .
(Time Approximate)

Anyone wanting to be on the
Jewish Student Union mailing

list, please call or write: Ann
Uersh, Bldg. _2, Room 210,
Kean <.:ollege 527-2890
I he •. xceptional Educational Opportunities Program will be Organizing an Honor Societ y this
semester!
A ll Junio rs a nd se niors (m inimum ol 58 ea rned se meste r h o urs)
with a c umula ti ve grade poi nt
ave rage o l 3.0 o r a bove who have
never been o n pro batio n . will be

TW!-MINUTE WARNING

l'I Ok WE IGEN
t,\-M NASTI CS TEA M
a t Kean Co llege on
Marc.h 10. 8:00 p.m .
I 1ckets available at door
or see S usan in the
P.L Ma_1ors ~lfice

March 14, 19711

e ligible for members hip i n l:. psilo n

,.urim

l:: ps1lo n Omega. J hose student s
who become mem bers will have a n
o ppo rtu ni ty to have a voice in ou r
program's po licy ma ki ng decisions.
suggest new acti v11ies. be pa rt of a
stude nt sta ll se na te. be conside red
to r Pee r Co unse ling. tut ori ng service (with pay) and ma ny o ther
area s o l invo lvement.
I here will be o l11c1al recogniti o n
o l the acade mic achievem e nts o f the
Charter members o l 1:. ps il o n l:. ps1lo n Omega at o ur a nnual Sen ior
Umne r. Ce r!Ihcates of members hip
will be prese nted by the P rogram
Uirecto r at this time.
l1 you are eligible tor me m bers hip . you will rece ive a lette r o l mvlla tl o n m the nea r tut ure.

wllh the he lp o l li"nai li"nth
in W 300 at 1:40
March 21, 1978
No Meet ing
March 28 , 1978
U1scuss1o n vro up
Sp eaker Rabbi Lichtman
m W 300 a t 1:40

Grover Washirigton Jr.
with

. Roy Ayers
March 29th at 8 P.M.
in the T.P.A.
, Admission: $5.00
2 Tickets Per l.D.
$7.50 at the door

....

( ome learn about Purim with us . .
.Jewish Club in W300 on March 14,
1978 at I :4U (College Hour)

.

,,

I.
,~

l

CHARLTON HESTON

1mn1 rac:uvi:nc:

Sunday, March 12, 1978

TIME 7:30 P.M.
PLACE Wilkins Theatre
ADMISSION 25e

MARTIN BALSAM . BEAU BRIDGES. MARILYN HASSETT . DAVID JANSSEN
JACK KLUGMAN. WALTER PIDGEON. GENA ROWLANDS ,,.~,.. BROCK PETERS ·DAVID GROii
AIITIIONY DAVIS·JOE KAPP · A FILMWAYS PRODUCTION / A LARRY PEERCE -EDWARDS.FELDMAN FILM
Screenplay by EDWARD HUME• Based on the novel by GEORGE LaFOUNTAINE • Music by CHARLES FOX
Direcled by LARRY PEERCE • Produced by EDWARD $.FELDMAN • A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
TECHNICOLOR"'· PANAVISION"' R ,IIESTIICIBl-.c
'= ----~-Oc~

J ewis h Cl ub

CCB Special
Events Committee
presents

'I

91,000 People. 33 Exit &ates ... One Sniper...

Sunday, March 12 - 2 p.m . - TPA
Admission : Children 25¢ - Adults 50¢
°Tickets in Townsend 206

j~j
RENATA CLUB
Presents:
A Dialogue With Psychotherapist
Betty Levin, M.A.
Tuesday, March 14
12:15 P.M.
Alumni Lounge
Ms. Levin will discuss the concerns of students in
dealing with school/family issues and the problems faced especially by students who are raising
families and/or working while going to school. Also
under discussion will be the problef[ls of the
mature student who comes to school after a long
absence from the learning scene. Ms. Levin would
like to have some questions in_- advance of her
presentation. Please take the space below to write
any questions you might have for her:

II students are welcome. Refreshments will be served
Please return these to C.C. 143
(College Center c/o Dave Browne.

HEY?° EVERYONE!
W KCU has decided to extend the logo contest by
two weeks! Everyone is welcomed to participate.
The design must include the call letters WKCU ,
AM 59. Submit all work to the Radio Station,
third floor in Dougall Hall. There will be a prize!
Spaghetti Dinner
March 11 at
5 :30 P.M.
United Cerebral
Palsy Center
373 Cleremont Ter.
Union, N.J.
$2 for KC students
$2.50 all others
For more information
ca II 354-5800

,.
B.lckp.icking
In Virginiil
We w ill be going to Shenandoah National Par k during the
spring break. It you are interested
in the outdoor, natural beauty,
clean air, then th is trip is for you .
I he Out ing Club will be having
their last meeting before the trip
on March 14, this Tuesday, in J130 at 1 :40. I his will be the last day
to sign up tor the trip.

...
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Cagers Advance Toward Title

Kean Faces Widener
(Continued from page 1)

Widener 's considerable ability,
points for Kean and Jerome Hub- Widen er lost by only five points
bard added 10. Eloy Ashworth ear lier in the season to Division I
scored only 6 points but con- power LaSalle. Widener has a
tributed 7 assists and 5 steals.
pair of All-American forwards in
Kean will now take a 23-4 6'6" Dennis James and 6'7" Mark
record and plenty of momentum Tucker. None of their four losses
into this weekend 's confronta- have come to Division Ill schools
tion with Widener, also with a and they beat Division II powers
23-4 record . Let's go Squires! I
Philadelphia
Textiles
and
KEAN l<OMMENTS: To give Cheyney State. Add to this the
Kean fans some idea of home court advantage and the

Squires really have an uphill
struggle . . . Dennis was named
tournament MVP. He joined
Kean 's Raub and Depts, Jersey
City's Wyatt and VWU 's Mark
Butts on all-tourney team. .
.Depts scored 45 points in
tourney, 33 of which ·came in
second half. He shot 18-for-26
(.692) from the floor in the
tourney. Steve was forced to
leave W & L game with injury but
returned
moments later .
.To urnament featured some outstanding leapers in Hubbard,
Wyatt, Depts and VWU Fresh
Norman Phillips ... Marty Clark
and Ken Begane provided good
bench support for Kean ... Last
week 's INDEPENDENT stated
that Hubbard didn ' t score
against Trenton State. Thts was
inaccurate as he scored 6 in that
game .' The INDEPENDENT
regrets this error. Probable
Kean-Widener matchups follow
although both teams will play
some zone.

WEEKEND BOXSCORES
Kean (83)

FT

4

0

7

5
2
5
5

Ashworth
Depts
Hubbard
MclJonald
Raub
Clark
- Cavanaugh
Totals

6
63

(Va. Wesleyan (75)

YS

FG

PTS
8
19

Fa ust
Brown
Billµp s
Butts

14
17
11

6

13

0

1

32

19

83

FG

FT

3
11
5
3

0

Totals

PTS
6
26

4
0

8

0
6

2

2

2

0

6
4

34

12

80

22

8
8

0
3

PTS
19
9

16
19
2

0

2

1
0

0

2

4

4

J

9

].

30

15

Dennis
Collins
Levnig
Meyer
Wenre
Berl in
Hoy
Jeffries

6

3
3

Woods
Pearce
Kramer

YS

Ashworth
Oepts
Hubbard
MclJonald
Raub
Clark
Begane

FT

8
3

Wiggins

Totals
Kean (80)

FG

Wash. & Lee (64)
FG
FT
14
2
1
0
2
3
2
2
1
0
2

Smith e rman
Williams

75

1-'hoco by Ralph Abbate

Chuck Raub displays the style that placed him on the All-Tourney
team.
Tickets for tomorrow's game can
• be purchased at the following
locations:
the Athletic Department
the Pub
Townsend Hall Information
Center
Student Center Information
Booth
Evening Student Council Office
Tickets $2.00

Probable Matchups
PTS
30
2

Kean

8

3

6
3
5

2
0

2"
4

0
0

2

5'9"
5'1"
5'1"
5'4"
5'4"

Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior

Widener

Eloy Ashworth
Ch uck Raub
Steve Depts
Vince McDonald
Jerome Hubbard

'

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

5'11 " Soph . Steve Ordille
6'0" Senio r Mark Donah ue
6'6" Senior Vince Sherbin
67" Junior Mark Tucker
6'6" Se ni or Dennis James

2

Buses traveling to tomorrow's
game will leave from the gym
at 4:30. You must have tickets
for the game !_)efore boarding
buses .

___________._~---·
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Squirettes End Season In Victory

Phqro by Ralph Aba11e

Coming off the bench, Marty Clark provided strong supporfforihe
Squires.
i
t,)
o.')·1,
t
I,

\
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by Andy Kaye
· The Kean College women's
basketball team rebounded from
a tough loss on Friday night to
win their consolation game on
Saturday, 78-72 over Trenton
State. The loss on Friday came at
the hands of Cheyney State
College by a 51-46 margin.
Montclair State, behind the play
of All-American Carol Blazejowski, won the tourney by beatrng Cheyney 78-68. Miss Blazejowski scored 88 points in two
garJ)es.
Kean came into the Cheyney
game as heavy underdogs but
emerged from the game realizing full well that with a better
shooting night, they could have
won the game. The game was
close throughout, but in the end
Cheyney used therr height advantage to keep possession of
th~ ball, grabbing rebound after
ie~ound. "We~ad a chance to
1
win but we c;ouldn t.get 0Ver tne
..

'="'"'

·•
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Seniors· Close ·Out K!C Career
by Andy Kaye
The consolation game on
Saturday ended the college
basketball careers of four senior
women. Each has contributed
mightily to Kean's 78-72 victory
on Saturday over Trenton.
Michelle Vodopia scored six
points and played hawking
defense. "Her defense will really
be missed," coach Pat Hannisch
said about the South Plainfield
native. " Michelle has been a
pleasure to associate with. "
Rose Costello ended her
career by playing the game of
her life. Rose scored 13
consecutive points for Kean
midway through the second half.
At- a time when the rest of the
team wa~. struggling, the veteran
forward was able to keep her

team from total coi'lapse. "Rose
gave us a big lift," commented
Hannisch. "I'm super happy for
her."
Janet Montgomery has been
the model of consistancy during
her career at Kean. She could
always be counted on to .be in
double figures in both points
and rebounds. This year, she
averaged about 14 points and 11
rebounds a game. During the
two day tournament this past
weekend , the 5'9" Egg Harbor
resident who was a 'walk-on ' as a
freshman , scored 33 points and
also had 25 rebounds . "She's
done the job for four years," said
Hannisch. " Players 'like that
don 't come along often."
' Wher:i. last_ .)'.ear's MVP .<;~la
Mazella graduated, much o f the

~lack was expected to be taken
tip·by little Rosie La Pollo. La Pollo
came through with an excellent
season at point guard for the
Squirettes. She closed out her
~reer by totalling 15 assists this
past weekend. Rosie, who gets
,this writer's vote for MVP, will be
1/ery tough to replace. Her adept
aribbling
often was
the
difference between victory and
de-feat.
' The burden of replacing these
four girls will be great. However,
led by this year's undergraduate
starters, Jennifer Savio and Elaine
Carroll, and the hopeful improvement of reserves such as
Jane Koza, Janice Rush and
'Karole Wallace, the team should
be formidable again next year.
Good' luck, seniors! 11 • -

hill," said disappointed senior
forward ,,Janet Montgomery.
"We threw t-he ball away at key
moments." Montgomery led
Kean with 16 points and also contributed 8 rebounds.
The consolation game pitted
Ke;an against arch rival Trenton
State (Trenton lost to Montclair
101-58). Earlier in the season,
Kean had beaten Trenton by a
single point. "The Trenton game
meant a lot," said Montgomery.
''.We wanted to prov.e we were
the better team. Besides we
wanted to win a game in the
regionals."
A Kean victory appeared certain when .Rose Costello hit a
bucket to give the Squirettes a
61-46 lead with 8 ½ minutes to
Kean ' s lntratnUl"'a( • Basketball
program began last weekend . There
are two mens league and one womens
league. A totaf of 42 teams are
competing, '30 m\:fl and 12 women.
Fol(my1<1g ar~ sc:orl!s t~m)a t wei:k 's

ga..._me~·~ . · .,
"'
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.

~
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~
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. Men s leatiu.e I .

lousins Harmony
Knix
Hearthstones
Stewards
Knights
R.H. Tratters

42
35
73
30
43

42
51
46
48
46

Owls
Nets
U.C. Express
Jazz

~rlw

2
0

No-Names

Men's League II
40
31
35

Sigma Bela Tau
Kappa Keg
Nu Sigma Phi
Nu l)elta Pi

60

ll-Bombers
Sievets

44
43

Krones

33
16

~.M.O.~.
Perez
Chessmasters

2
O

Renegades
Ru n-and-Gun

0

uutty
Uelta Sigma Pi

2

W9men
., .

45
10

Nu Theta Chi
25
9 ·_.
._A;.;.l;:;;P;.;.ha
;..;.Th~e;.;.ta;;....Pi_
· ____
....,..
_ -~_-_ , ..;.
· •

play. But, Tr~ri)on outscored
Kean 24-9 over the next seven
minutes to tie the game at 70.
Sophomore sensation Elaine
Carroll then sprung- into action
for Kean, scoring 4 points and
grabbing 3 rebounds in the next
IJ seconds, and the victory was
assu'red. Carroll scored 14
second-half points, two of which
came on a brilliant length-ofthe-court drive that left Trenton
players stunned. Janet
Montgomery added 17 points
and 17 rebounds for the victors.
Nancy Muniz led Trenton with
18 points. Kean ended their
season ,with a 13-8 record while
Trenton dropped to 14-11.

St. John's
Stuns Skaters
Kean College, the Eastern
D.i vision ch mpiorts'; • were
def~at1 'by . Johns-£01,l~ge in
the' open1ng round' --6f the
E.C.A.C. playoffs by a score of 103. Kean was never in the game,
finding themselves down by a
score of 7-0 at the end of two
periods.
Kean came alive in the third
period as John Lang, Mitch
Edwards and Tom Mullen each ;
notched goals. The rally was
wasted however, as it failed to
bring the Squires close.
The outcome of this game was
a surprise since Kean lost a
closely contested game to St.
Johns earlier this season by a
score of 3-2.
Coach Tom O 'Donnell said
this was " our worst effort of the
year. " This game is now history
to the Squires who now must win
all their remaining games. Kean
wi II meet Wagner Co II ege in ,
their next game. Wagner is the
team that eliminated the Squires
from the playoffs year ago.
'

a

.
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Snow Adds To Parking Problem
by Donna Szabo
Piles of snow, sometimes as high as 8 feet have plagued
Kean College motorists trying to navigate through the
spartan access lanes in many f th
k.
I
.
:
o
e par rng ots.
Director of Campus Police
~artin Greenberg when questloned as to why these cars are
nbt towed away commented,
"Kean does not have its own
to~i_n_
g facilities, the outside
fac1ht1es that we use are not
always available." He continued,

•I 1
u
n
C
C0
,

(Continued from page 1)
to the Election Committee for
this years election.
In the absence of Treasurer
Greg Gomes, Assistant Treasurer Gus Garcia conducted the
business for the treasury. An addition al $12,000 was granted to
the Class of 1980 for a magic
show to be held next month.
_Other additionals includ~ a
$10.00 to the International
Student Association, $422 to the
Omega Club so that they could
send 8 students to the Geological
Society of Ecology held in Boston
in the near future, a $217 to the
Political Science Club for their
Model U.N., $150 to the Fine Arts
Students Association (f ASA) ,
$83.35 to the Philosophy Club,
and $110 to the Spanish Cultural
and Social Club.

" Most importantly, we try to
avoid towing unless absolutely
necessary."
According to Greenberg, cars
that are really blocking roadways
and hampering passage of
emergency vehicles are
definitely removed. " Last week,
four or five cars were towed, but
we do try to use our discretion."
If a student's car is towed, it
costs approximately $27 to get
the car out of storage and it costs
approximately $5 a day to store
the vehicle. Dire,tor Greenberg
stated, " We try not to place that
burden on our students unless
they are actually blocking
everything up."
The director was also asked to

comment on the illegal parking
from the Town and Campus Restau rant patrons on Kean property. Greenberg revealed that he
has spoken to the management
about it. " There is no agreement
between the college and the restaurant permitting their customers to use the campus ' parking facilities, but there is also
nothing that can be done to stop
them from doing so."
According to Greenberg, if the
campus police gives campus
tickets to the Town and Campus
customers, then they do not
have to pay them. He added,
" They will just tear them up."
He stated that, "t he college
cannot force non-students or
non-state employees to pay
school
parking
tickets .
Greenberg concluded, " So far as
parking there at night, who is it
really hurting? "

·

Photo by Kris Milochik

Snow obviously has caused many problems with driving In the parking lots. The picture depicts a legally parked car blocking a vital
access lane.

Public Information Hires P.R. Pro
by A. M. Forrester

In an enthusiastic interview with the Independent,
Natalie R. Burrows, newly appointed head of Public Information, explained her aspirations for the I nformation office, and told of her past experiences working in
the public relations field .
run , will give Kean College a

Speeches
(Continued from page 1)
run unopposed. "
Presidential write-in , Edward
Dressler, also feels that no one
should run unopposed. " Run- ·
ning unopposed defeats the
whole purpose of the electoral
system. " Speaking about the
student center, Mr. Dressler
feefs that " the center is a waste of
the students money; students
will be paying for what they will
never get, and paying for what
the Administration will use."

,
·
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by Ju/111

llt 'V /1

Natalie Burrows the newly appointed head of Public Information.

Ms. Burrows, a graduate from
Smith College, was a thratre major, and has worked on both
sides of the stage, as an actress to
being a cofounder in a su mmer
stock company in Connecticut.
She has worked in Montana in an
advertising agency \Yhich was
owned by the governor and in
which she was able to learn
politics firsthand . Ms. Burrows
also held the position of head of
publications
in
Harthworth
College in upperstate New York.
When asked about her plans
for the office, Ms. Burrows said,
"I will like to have a larger contact with the media, and develop
more professional press
conferences, which in the long

closer contact with the commun ity. "
Ms. Burrows feels that there is
immense potentiality in this
college to have top notch programming and 0 activities . By using the Publi c Information O ffice, the school can publicize
their events and attract more
people to the campus.
Speaking very highly of her
writers in the office, Ms. Burrows
explained theirs and her interest
in all of the activities and
departments on the campus. 5he
feels that the job of the office
should be that of inspiring unity
on the campus.
Ms. Burrows presently resides
in Westfield with her daughter.

Candidates Ready For Today's Election
(Continued from page 13)
parliamentary procedures will
enable me to utilize my voting
right to the fullest for the benefit
of the entire student body.
So don't forget to write in Dory
Rodriguez, write-in candidate
for Secretary of Student
Organization .

Assistant
Secretary

Treasurer of the Spanish Social
and Cultural Club, Co-coordinator of the citizens drive
given by the latin fraternity,
Secretary of the latin sorority,
From 1974 to 1976 - worked as a
bookkeeper at Royal Palm Furniture Co. in Elizabeth, Since
1976 - I've been employed by
Rock Furniture Co. also doing
bookkeeping and secretarial
work.
With these qualifications I
know I can do a good job as Assistant Secretary and represent
the best interests of all the
students at Kean .

N.S.A.
Coordinator

Diana lbarria
Ballot Number 8
Hil I am Diana lbarria, candidate for the office of Assistant
Secretary. My major is political
science with a minor in
economics. I've had a lot of experience doing secretarial and
bopkkeeping work both on campus and off, which I know will
enable me to do a good job as
Assist;int Secretary.
My qualifications are: Corresponding secretary of the Spanish
Social and Cultural Club,

Lillian Marrero
Ballot Number 9
I am Lillian Marrero, and with
your support I will be this
schools' National Student Association Coordinator for 1978-

1979.
First I will explain to you what
the N.S.A. Coordinator does.

The responsibilities of this
position requires and individual
to represent the student body
from this campus on a national
level. Another factor of the job is
to initiate programs such as job
employment,
student
workshops e.tc.
This position requires and individual who is congenial,
creative,
assertive,
and
intelligent. For the N.S.A. Coordinator is consistently in contact
with
people from
varying
backgrounds and viewpoints.
Being a Political Science Criminal Justice major, I already
learned to form numerous
relationships with the large assortment of personalities and attitudes here at this college. I have
been and presently am actively
involved in many of the student
committees and organizations
on campus.
This involvement has inclined
me much experience in presenting and reveiving viewpoints.
Specifically I have served as a
member of the following
organizations:
1.
Student
Organization Finance Board, 2.
Student Organization Election
Committee, 3. Junior Class
Council Representative, 4. Third
World Movement.
In addition I have taken part in
the following:
A.
Student
Organization Sub Committee,
Investigation of WKCU. B. Assisted in hosting the Student Personnel Conference 1977. C. Assisted in hosting the Kean
College Latin Festivile. D. Assisted as a delegate at the P.R.
Congressional Convention in
Atlantic City 76-77, 77-78.

continually stress my
constant and very visible association with others . This
indeed plays a major role in the
duties of NSA Coordinator. And
because of the experiences, I
feel I am better qualified to
represent the campus as NSA
Coordinator in all respects to my
opponent.
Today, I am encouraging all of
you to come out and vote for me.
For I am the best candidate for
the job.

employment service. In the
future, I see N.S.A. taking-off
with a viable employment service and a student discount service! This discount service will be
one of my first objectives if
elected I
My qualifications for this
position are an important reason
for my candidacy! Serving this
past year as assistant N.S.A. and
what it does! I think that my experience with N.S.A . and my
willingness to work, make me
the man for the job!
I am a candidate of the
people. My support comes from
a broad-faced secti on of the
campus population! I am in no
way an interest group candidate.
I am not accountable to ANY
social, political or other type of
nte ese that I can help the
students of Kean, N.S.A., and the
colteoe n e end help elect me,
so I can work tommorrow and
help you.

Jeff Dunbar
Ballot Number 10
I am running for the position
of National Student Association
(N.S.A.)
Coordinator!
Many
people do not know what N.S.A.
is, so let me attempt a brief explanation.
N.S.A. is basically a service
organization providing the Kean
community with valuable and
needed services I In the past
N.S.A. has provided free legal
advice and recently instituted an

ALL
<.:OLLEGE PARTY
March 15th
9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Free Beer - Snack Bar
Admission $1.00
Music: Wes Houston and the All
Star Space Band

